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ABSTRACT

This study explores the impact of scrolling and dynamic pagination in long-form

online documents on reader performance and reader experience.

Previous research has produced mixed results, indicating no difference between

modes, or a positive effect favouring scrolling. Recent advances in web standards have

enabled simpler, dynamic, performant methods of pagination to tailor content

responsively to any screen, meriting renewed study in this area. This paper uses one

such method to load subsequent online news pages instantly without buffering.

In an online browser experiment with 38 participants, an increase in reading speed in

the scrolling mode was found at a level of significance. This follows previous research

which has suggested that while a scrolling presentation style exacts extra demands on

working memory capacity (WMC), many current web users have developed

compensatory strategies and cognitive flexibility for navigating scrolling web

documents.

Key words: Digital reading, long-reads, continuous imaginary reading, CSS, dynamic

pagination
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1. INTRODUCTION

What makes for a good, focused reading experience online? This paper explores how

different presentation styles (scrolling and paging) in long online documents can

impact upon reading performance and subjective preferences. The primary method of

research is an online browser experiment.

In the following subsections, the research design is outlined. This includes a short

description of the background in this area of study: both in practice and in the research

literature. This chapter continues by stating the research problem, along with a

research question and a pair of testable hypotheses. The research objectives of this

study are then defined, followed by a description of scope, limitations, and

delimitations, before the chapter concludes with an outline of the document.

1.1 Background

Nearly all websites today are rendered as scrollable, responsive documents. This trend

has increased recently, with the average user now scrolling vertically more than ever

before (Fessenden 2018).

This is especially the case for articles found on online news websites, which now

almost exclusively present articles in a scrolling style. However, an alternative

presentation style has been used intermittently in the past: pagination, where articles

are split into distinct web pages which users have to linearly navigate through.

Previously, in the 2000s, pagination enjoyed moderately widespread use among

websites which published long-form articles (i.e. features or essays running to

thousands of words) such as The New York Times, The Washington Post, and Business

Insider.

Critics, however, have argued that this navigation style “irritated users” and was

primarily motivated by “pageview juicing”, a means of increasing “opportunities for

ads” (Davidson, 2007; Manjoo, 20121). In 2011, Google revealed through its Google

Search Central Blog that it would automatically direct search traffic to single-page

versions of online articles, if it detected one existed, instead of the default paginated

version. “User testing has taught us that searchers much prefer the view-all,

1 Stop Pagination Now - “Why websites should not make you click and click and click for the full
story.” (Manjoo, 2012)
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single-page version of content over a component page containing only a portion of the

same information with arbitrary page breaks” (Google Search Central Blog, 2011).

Since then, pagination on popular websites which publish long-form articles has

almost entirely disappeared, though it is still occasionally found in long articles with

discrete sections on enthusiast or special interest websites such as Tom’s Hardware.

Nevertheless, previous research suggests there may be mechanisms through which

paging style presentation of texts aids factors such as reading performance, working

memory and overall comprehension (Brady et al., 2018; Singer and Alexander, 2017;

Sanchez and Wiley, 2009). However, findings at a level of significance have been

elusive, and past research has been either inconclusive (Dyson and Kipping, 1998) or

suggested benefits to paging or scrolling in specific groups only (Brady et al., 2018;

Singer and Alexander, 2017).

One possible explanation for elusive findings and a perceived backlash against

pagination (in part precipitated by Manjoo’s 2012 article and the wider response to it)

are user experience limitations inherent in how pagination has been achieved to date.

Firstly, since the predominant style of web pagination was based on a simple

multiple-page application (MPA) structure - every chunk is a separate web page - it

entailed both delay and disorientation for the reader between every page turn, since a

new web page needs to be loaded and the browser has to re-render the layout.

Secondly, this caused inconsistent user experiences since an arbitrary cut-off was used

to delineate each page, meaning some users on smaller displays might see a scroll bar

or, in the case of very large displays, might only see a limited morsel of text

surrounded by white space.

Previously, dynamic reflowable pagination (where the text is fitted to fill a user’s

screen appropriately) has only been possible through technologies such as Adobe Flash

or JavaScript libraries. However, new standards in Cascading Style Sheets (CSS; the

syntax language used to style web documents) now allow for simple, performant

standards-based reflowable dynamic pagination with minimal JavaScript.

Lastly, while past research has explored paging presentation in the context of short text

passages (Dyson and Kipping, 1998; Chaparro and Baker, 2003), this style of

presentation has not previously been studied in long-form online news articles (which
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require sustained, focused attention) - though some research into presentation style and

working memory has focused on lengthy educational texts (Sanchez and Wiley, 2009).

While there has been a bounty of research into the impact of pagination on reader

performance and usability in contexts such as mobile devices, ebook readers

(Vanderschantz et al., 2018), and web-based technologies such as Adobe Flash

(Liesaputra et al., 2019) – there has been limited research into web-based full-browser

reading.

1.2 Research problem

1.2.1 Research problem

Web standards have evolved and advanced significantly in the past two decades, but

little research has focused on how new ways of implementing dynamic reflowable

pagination affects digital reading. By dynamic reflowable pagination, we refer

specifically to the splitting up of long texts page-by-page so that each page fits inside a

container in a display area which is sized relative to the available viewport so that no

scrolling is necessary and no content flows below the fold.

Despite voluminous research into digital reading, there is a gap in existing literature

pertaining to how technologies and techniques like AJAX (Asynchronous JavaScript

and XML) or CSS3, which both enable instantaneous transitions between dynamic

pages, might augment online reading and provide a reassessment of the value of

pagination, especially in long-form online news.

One gap in previous work in this area is that many research designs exploring

presentation style (e.g. Dyson and Kipping, 1998; Chaparro and Baker, 2003) have

utilised relatively short text samples on low-resolution displays, which may not have

provided enough continuous reading for the benefits of either pagination or scrolling to

accrue to a level of statistical significance. The design in this present study aims to

address this problem by utilising very long samples of approximately 1500 words

(3000+ words in total).

1.2.2 Research question

Thus the motivation of the present study can be summarised in the following research

question:
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RQ1: What impact does dynamic reflowable pagination on web pages have on

the digital reading experience of longform news articles?

To explore this question, this study considers measures of reading speed (Dyson and

Kipping, 1998; Chaparro and Baker, 2003; Shaikh, and Chaparro, 2005) and reading

mode preference (Rello and Baeza-Yates, 2012) which have been studied as variables

in earlier research into digital reading. It also uses a number of other variables

(described in 1.4. Research methodologies below) to validate and understand findings.

1.2.3 Hypothesis testing

To answer the research question and provide a framework for testing and validation,

this study poses the following null and alternative hypotheses:

H₀: Presenting a 1500-word long-form-style text using dynamic reflowable

pagination to online readers does not result in a statistically significant

reduction in reading time and an indication of subjective preference for this

mode when compared with a standard web presentation style using scrolling.

H₁: Presenting a 1500-word long-form-style text using dynamic reflowable

pagination to online readers causes a statistically significant reduction in

reading time and an indication of subjective preference for this mode when

compared with a standard web presentation style using scrolling.

The level of statistical significance refers to a confidence interval of 95% (p < 0.05).

Long-form text refers to non-fiction journalism articles (e.g. features, or essays) and

also to creative narrative style new journalism (Britannica, 2022) which demands

continuous focused reading.

1.3 Research objectives

This section describes research objectives used to plan this thesis and schedule

activities.

1.3.1 Objective 1: Develop minimal web reader & experimental application

● Review appropriate CSS and JavaScript features and libraries which can be

used to achieve pagination and carry out the experiment. This included React
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JS, a number of pagination packages, as well as so-called “vanilla”

implementations of JavaScript and its native features.

● Develop a minimal reader which can dynamically render and paginate news

articles so that selected texts can expand and reflow to responsively fill each

page (i.e. the viewport height). The reader implementation should provide

near-instantaneous navigation (i.e. no discernable loading time between pages).

Additional navigation options should be provided to maximise user experience

such as keyboard navigation (advance using arrow keys) and mouse (scroll

mousewheel to turn the page).

● Develop experimental application. Code or utilise an existing suite for carrying

out a user evaluation browser experiment which captures reading times and

responses to questionnaires.

1.3.2 Objective 2: Create experimental protocol and procedure.

● Select and research a platform (i.e. Prolific) for recruiting participants for the

experiment and collecting additional data.

● Select two news articles or samples (1500 words each). Both articles will be

narrative non-fiction in nature (i.e. a cohesive, linear narrative which

necessitates reading from beginning to end) and will be sourced from an open

API or  Creative Commons source such as The Guardian or ProPublica.

● Create test questions. Assessment methodology will use existing research

designs (for example, Chaparro and Baker, 2003). Time taken to read each

article sample will be captured for each text.

● Develop a small question bank for comprehension questions to evaluate

whether participants have fully read each text.

● Develop a small likert scale set of questions to prime users and partially

evaluate navigability, learnability, and preference.

1.3.3 Objective 3: Pilot test application and survey (5-10 participants)

● Write detailed, specific instructions to guide participants through the

experiment (for example, how to navigate through each condition, including

keyboard shortcuts).
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● A trial run will be conducted with colleagues and acquaintances to identify

bugs and review if timings are accurate and the difficulty of comprehension

questions. Informal qualitative interviews will be conducted over ZOOM or

in-person after each session and used to guide refinements to the study design.

● Develop training materials.

1.3.4 Objective 4: Run experiment and collect data.

● Recruit 40+ online participants via the Prolific.co platform. A budget of €200

will be applied to pay subjects for their time.

● Write a study description which will initially brief participants. This will cover:

○ The study aim (i.e. digital reading in the browser). (NB: this will not

explicitly refer to the pagination or scrolling conditions ahead of time).

○ Tasks required. (In this case reading two articles and responding to

them).

○ Completion conditions: users will be required to read both articles in

full and follow on-screen instructions. (At the end, users will be asked

whether they have responded truthfully and completed all tasks, with

the proviso that payment will not be withheld regardless of their

response).

○ Data usage: how information will be collected and stored.

○ Publication and purpose: the study is being carried out as part of an

MSc dissertation.

○ Estimated completion time of the study: 25 minutes.

● Executing the experiment. This research will mirror aspects of the experimental

design of the study by Chaparro and Baker (2003). It will use a repeated

measures, within-groups design and apply counterbalancing. Dependent

variables (i.e. the speed metrics and test scores) will be saved to the SPA

backend itemised by participant.

1.3.5 Objective 5: Prepare and process collected data

● Download data and review responses by importing to Excel. Screen out

participants who have not answered truthfully, or for whom there is missing or

aberrant data.
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● Clean and filter the data using R Studio so that it is in a long format.

● Wrangle data, calculate variables and consolidate fields by experimental

condition (i.e. scrolling or paging) using R Studio and  Microsoft Excel.

● Produce descriptive data (i.e. frequencies) and carry out statistical tests using

Jamovi to investigate hypotheses and validate findings.

1.4 Research methodologies

This study uses a concurrent nested design mixed methods approach. A user evaluation

experiment to explore the impact of different reading presentation styles (scrolling and

paging) was conducted in two phases:

● A pilot testing phase with six volunteers and in-depth interviews

● An online phase with 42 anonymous participants from the Prolific recruitment

platform

Both test phases utilised a within-subjects design where each participant experienced

both reading mode styles. The online phase and the quantitative data generated from it

represents this study’s primary research method.

In the pilot testing phase, limited quantitative experimental data was also generated,

along with qualitative data in the form of in-depth interviews carried out over video

conferencing or in-person with each participant. Both qualitative data and quantitative

data from this pilot test was used to adjust the experimental design. This data was also

later used to inform the interpretation stage of this study.

During the online phase, quantitative data was collected using repeated measures (with

reading samples in both scrolling and pagination modes). To counterbalance ordering

effects, two groups were designated (scrolling-paging, paging-scrolling) in which the

order of reading mode was reversed in either group. Additionally, participants were

invited to optionally leave comments at the study’s conclusion about their responses

and preferences, which were then also used in the interpretation phase.

This study will focus on measures identified in previous studies: reading performance

and subjective reader preference. A simple comprehension test will be used, alongside

attention checks, to assess whether users have followed instructions and fully read

each text. (NB: users will not be able to navigate back at this stage).
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Our hypotheses can be broken down in terms of their two dependent variables:

● Reading speed. Also referred to as reading performance in the literature (Dyson

and Kipping, 1998). This is the words-per-minute rate at which participants

read a sample of text in a given mode.

● Reading mode preference. This metric follows the methodology applied in

Rello and Baeza Yates’ study (2012) exploring optimal background colours for

readability, where participants were asked for their overall preference.

The hypotheses also features a single2 independent variable (categorical):

● Reading mode. This is the presentation and navigation style used to read a

particular article sample: continuous scrolling (scrolling), or dynamic

pagination (paging).

In addition, the research design involves the collection of additional variables used to

validate responses and explain findings:

● Comprehension score. For each reading sample and reading mode, participants

were asked five comprehension questions which tested their recall or

recognition of information and phrases in the article. A minimum score of 0.6

(three questions out of five correct) in either reading sample was set for

inclusion in the final analysis.

● Reading efficiency. Reading speed multiplied by comprehension score. This

method is used in Shaikh, A., and Chaparro, B. (2005). Because of this present

study’s sample size (n = 38) and the limited precision of the comprehension

score (5 questions for each reading mode, with a minimum score of 3 required

for screening purposes), this measure is not expected to reach the level of

significance.

● Custom usability score. At the study’s conclusion, users rated four statements

on a Likert scale for each reading mode in order to prime them before

delivering their overall Reading mode preference (see above). This measure is

solely used to help participants recall the different aspects of each mode

(navigability, learnability, and physical effort) and weigh them to ensure they

2 The variability of the article text itself has been controlled via repeated measures and counterbalancing.
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give a considered preference, limiting the impact of proximity bias (i.e.

tendency to focus on the most recent condition experienced).

1.5 Scope and limitations

Because of the nature of digital reading and feasibility considerations for recruiting

participants, this research uses a browser-based online user evaluation experiment.

Specifically, this study addresses how pagination and dynamic rendering in web apps

can impact the reader experience of long texts (1500+ words).

1.5.1 Scope

While there has been focus in recent years on e-reading devices such as smartphones,

tablets, and e-ink readers which this study draws upon, this research is concerned with

scrolling and pagination as they apply to desktop-sized computing devices.

Focus is also exclusively applied to lengthy documents (i.e. long-form news articles)

which entail sustained, “continuous imaginary reading” (Hillesund 2010). The

research’s scope does not include short-to-medium news stories, reference documents,

and manuals - all of which are documents that encourage or demand short bursts of

skimming and searching, which Hillesund (2010) refers to as “discontinuous

fragmented reading”. Nor does the scope include discourse around infinite scrolling

and pagination of results in mediums like eCommerce and social media.

1.5.2 Assumptions

As the research needs to be conducted online, the following assumptions are made: a

large enough user sample will be recruited to generate statistically significant findings,

the evaluation text is sufficiently (but not overly) complex, and users will participate

fully (i.e. read to the end, answer truthfully). Several measures have been included to

verify participation such as attention checks and comprehension questions, but these

may not be exhaustive.

1.5.3 Limitations

There are several limitations that may impact the results. These include: application

performance (i.e. whether the app works properly), which may be a product of

9



client-side software or configuration; internet latency, which may be influenced by

distance from a server used to host the app; and hardware of study participants, which

may have an impact on reading speed due to increased load times. (Note that latency

has been partially controlled for by deploying the experiment as a single application

which fetches and pre-builds each screen before the participant reaches it).

This study may be subject to potential bias due to novelty in the user interface of the

pagination mode. Other digital reading research (Schneps et al. 2013; Mangen et al.

2013) controlled for this by carrying out pre-training with participants on the device or

software to be studied. However, this extended level of training (at least 300 minutes

over 10 days per participant in the Schneps’ study) - or indeed any training - was not

practical due to the online nature of the experiment.

1.5.4 Delimitations

Finally, delimitations for this research, which are expected to reduce the impact of

confounding variables, include: that participants will be recruited via an online user

study platform (Prolific.co) and that they will be screened for browser type

(Chromium-based, Webkit, or Firefox browser engines only), device (laptop or desktop

only), and language proficiency (native English speaker, UK resident, A-level

education). Limiting participants to this location is also intended to minimise latency

as the experiment will be hosted on a server in the UK. Further details on delimitations

and other aspects relating to the research design are provided in 3.2 Experimental

design.

1.6 Document outline

The main body of this thesis is divided into three chapters:

● Chapter 2 - Literature review: This chapter explores existing research across a

number of domains, beginning with a short history of digital (and analogue

reading), explaining the genesis of different modes of presentation in print and

digital texts. It explores findings from domains such as human-computer

interaction, cognitive science, and psychology in order to develop an

understanding of how digital reading and presentation style might affect

working memory and comprehension. Subsection 2.4, scrolling vs. pagination,

explores methodologies and results from previous work in this area. Lastly,
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subsection 2.5, Web standards, reviews current technologies and standards

which may be used to achieve dynamic pagination in the browser.

● Chapter 3 - Design & methodology: Here the research design is fleshed out in

two stages. First, a reader application built on current web standards is outlined

in detail. Secondly, the design of the pilot testing and online phases of the

experiment is described (including procedure and other considerations).

● Chapter 4- Results, evaluation, and discussion: This penultimate chapter

features all results from the online experiment phase, including details on the

participant sample and statistical tests used to validate the hypothesis. Finally,

results are interpreted and synthesised with findings from previous studies

reviewed in Chapter 2.

In the final chapter, Chapter 5 - Conclusion, a summary of the research is provided

along with recommendations for future work.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter is divided into five parts. The sub-sections 2.4 Scrolling vs. pagination

and 2.5 Web standards: a changing landscape are the primary locus of this review

and feed directly into the design of the experiment. However, other sections which

appear below provide motivation for the research and scaffolding for the alternative

hypothesis suggested.

2.1 Digital reading: a short pre-history

The recent evolution of digital reading has paralleled many of the developments in

different phases of the history of the written and printed word (Liesaputra et al., 2009).

For example, scrolls (i.e. paper rolls) were originally used to store long texts by

Egyptians, Romans, and Aztecs (Liesaputra et al., 2009). Scrolls provided a similar,

flowing, vertically-oriented reading experience to that we see on the modern HTML

page. Advances throughout antiquity eventually saw the development and rise in use

of the codex, an early form of manuscript book, which would later form the basis for

the gradual emergence of what we recognise as the modern book following the Dark

Ages with attendant features such as word and line spacing, punctuation, nad

paragraphs (Hillesund, 2010).

Even though books are often considered an ancient kind of a technology, the modern

method of reading printed books has only existed for a few hundred years (Brady et

al., 2018) and it has been consistently improved upon over time. “Over the centuries,

typographers have refined the design of books, making the printed book an effective

reading technology.” (Hillesund, 2010) One crucial milestone in book navigation was

firstly the introduction of page numbers, and later the index in the 16th century. With

these new methods of search and retrieval, readers were able to skip directly to specific

content and access it at their leisure. This allowed a new kind of “discontinuous

reading” (Hillesund, 2010). It also marked the beginning of a departure, Hillesund

argues, from reading as a primarily linear, focused activity.

In parallel, despite this new non-linear way of using books, Brady et al. 2018 point out

that in the centuries since, a certain kind of long-form “printed text meant to be read
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from beginning to end” became popular along with improved mediums for efficient

reading of long-form texts such as the novel.

More recently, a paradigm shift in methods of reading emerged in the 1990s, mediated

by hyperlinks and search engines and a flexible new scrolling based presentation

mode. This marked a resumption of the trend in discontinuous reading which was

initially sparked by book indexes and newspaper formats. On the other hand, the

popularity of ebook readers in the late 2000s, which were “designed as a metaphor for

[printed] books” so that users could better understand how to use them (Pearson et al.

2010), hinted at an ongoing desire for the continuous, page-by-page style first achieved

in the original codex.

Because digital reading is still so new (not even three decades have passed since

mainstream adoption), it follows that efficient reading technologies and navigation

techniques are still in flux, and the best approaches remain to be conclusively

determined.

In the 1990s, the early web began to re-establish the primacy of a scroll-like reading

medium - this time with responsive web pages steered by vertical scroll bars. A key

limitation of computer screens are their flat, fixed dimensions. The available real estate

to show text to readers at any one time is limited. But scrollable documents (and

swipeable devices) effectively turn screens into an infinite container for continuous

consumption.

2.2 The science and practice of reading on screens

2.2.1 Digital reading and distraction

As touched upon in 2.1, Hillesund (2010) says that text can be defined by degrees of

continuousness (both temporal and spatial) and by thematic connectedness. He

characterises two approaches to reading long texts: 1) continuous imaginary reading,

and 2) sustained reflective reading.

For example, novels are read in a continuous mode, “from beginning to end”. This

form of reading requires a level of fluency - the ability to read with both speed and

accuracy. He says that this kind of concentrated reading is “typically done on paper,

especially [the] reading of long-form text”, pointing to the “uninterrupted reading”
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involved in lengthy magazine or journal articles as “an example of continuous reading”

(Hillesund (2010).

By contrast, multimodal or sustained reflective reading “is characterised by

discontinuous and often treacherous reading”. This, Hillesund says, is how certain

readers (e.g. students and academics) use a textbook or the internet for research:

“browsing and skimming” in a fragmented way, reading in parts and out of order,

underlining and annotating. Websites and apps add extra efficiencies (and distractions)

to this method of reading through search functionality and hyperlinks.

By contrast, the challenge in digital reading of long-form texts lies in the need “to

replicate conditions for continuous imaginary reading,” Hillesund argues (2010).

It is nearly impossible to become “immersed in hypertext or online reading in the same

way we get lost in a book,” says Anne Mangen (2008, cited in Hillesund, 2010). It

requires more mental energy, she says, to resist distractions and remain focused on a

text than the mental energy needed to discontinuously click the mouse and rekindle our

attention with something new. This creates a type of online reader behaviour which

Hillesund (2010) says is dominated by “shallow reading”.

By contrast, the kind of reading this present study focuses upon (long-form), requires a

level of immersion. Borrowing Hillesund’s description of immersive imaginary

reading, readers should be “involved in [the] story, conjuring up vivid images of

persons and places, living through situations, empathising with characters”. To

facilitate this, the user interface should also eliminate distracting elements, providing a

built in “read-mode” for continuous reading. The digital experience, Hillesund adds,

needs to make the text and the reader’s imagined representation of it “the primary

focus of attention, [leaving the] technology [to fade] into the background.” (Hillesund

2010)

2.2.2 Screen, scrolling, and memory

When we read something on paper (or on screens), in order to keep track of what we’re

reading, we model its structure in our memory. This reliance was discovered, say

Brady et al. (2018), through research by Ernst Rothkopf and others who found that

humans have an incidental memory which spatially maps the location of information in

texts. Further, when we read a book, its very physical properties, says Liesaputra
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(2010), “[provide] a frame of reference for navigation because relative positions in the

text, such as before and after, have tangible physical associations.”

This is thought to be mediated by working memory, which is the brain’s capacity to

temporarily store information. Working memory allows humans “to guide behaviour

with information that is not present in the immediate environment” (D’Esposito and

Postle, 2015). When we read on paper, this applies to words and ideas not only on the

current page, but also to content which has vanished from our peripheral vision and

into the previous pages. Nevertheless, according to research by Payne and Reader

(2006), even when we read from screens our brains are actively constructing a

“structure map” of the content which persists when text moves off of the immediate

screen or we navigate to different documents. Thus as we read, meaning becomes

anchored to structure (Jabr, 2013).

When working memory is applied to reading, it involves distinct “spatial markers”

between typographic elements and other means of orientation which help us to

remember what we have read” (Brady et al. 2018). It follows, according to Brady et

al., that when these markers shift around as a reader scrolls, readers may later have a

reduced ability to remember what they read or to locate previous passages.

So is reading on paper necessarily any different? Returning to Liesaputra’s (2009)

account of reading, when we use a book in a physical environment, manipulating real

pages, the brain receives visual and tactile feedback which enhances its retention of

short-term memory about the semantic structure of the book’s content. This can be

thought of as a topology, or the way in which we mentally map physical terrain (Jabr,

2013) or as a kind of “visual cue” (Li et al., 2013). The same memory facility which

allows us to map and navigate our immediate environments helps us to remember

where words and ideas are located on each page.

But, due to the transient nature of digital representation, this relationship does not

necessarily map well to screens. Research indicates that people struggle to “construct

an effective cognitive map” on digital devices because of the missing contextual cues

normally found on paper documents and books (Li et al., 2013). Screens don’t really

have a topology: they’re simply a flat viewing portal. When you scroll lengthy

documents on a screen, you can only see a tiny portion of the whole at any one time,

and your knowledge of structure and length is usually mediated by a thin scroll bar in
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your peripheral vision. It’s difficult to step back and grasp a document as a whole,

contiguous thing. When we navigate from one area of a document to another

on-screen, the previous area effectively disappears into the ether with little or no

residual trace. This format requires us to map and constantly update a whole additional

virtual cognitive representation of the full page in our working memory just to keep

track (Sanchez and Wiley, 2009). Moreover, when the page is scrolled, it also moves in

a protean, often janky, manner that requires us to use fine motor skills in coordination

with our eyes to keep us on target.

Thus while in a meta-analysis Singer and Alexander (2017) found that students reading

long texts tended to do worse on comprehension tests while reading on screens as

opposed to paper, they found no such effect in shorter texts. They speculated that this

might be due to increased scrolling required in longer texts and effects which that

might have on comprehension. On a similar note, Brady et al. says that because text on

a scrollable document isn’t fixed, scrolling may result in worse performance on

comprehension tests because readers have “to remember content rather than map

content”. By contrast, those who do less (or no scrolling) “may have a lighter cognitive

load” because they can rely on spatial memory to map the content (Brady et al., 2018).

In a study by Sanchez and Wiley (2009) which looked at how scrolling and paging

formats affected comprehension, the authors suggest that because scrolling pages don’t

have static markers, readers may have to “reallocate resources from the comprehension

process to maintain their surface memory for the text,” which might cause increased

load on the reader. They add that since scrolling while reading a complex text requires

both comprehension and the maintenance of a surface representation of a text (i.e. the

parts of the text which overflow offscreen above or below the current scroll position),

this may increase the cognitive load on readers and stretch their working memory

capacity (WMC).

Thus in their study, Sanchez and Wiley (2009) found the scrolling format resulted in

reduced learning from texts in individuals with lower WMC. Though they found little

to no impact in learners with higher WMC.

Nevertheless, they argue that participants with WMC “[might] show the largest

decrease in comprehension caused by scrolling” since they may be less capable of

creating a “surface representation” of the document. Two explanations they pose for
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this are: 1) that some readers “may have difficulty controlling their attention” and are

more prone to become disoriented while reading from screens (i.e. lose their place),

and 2) that scrolling texts may inhibit the “consolidation or integration” processes

afforded by page breaks which enable a “wrap-up process critical for comprehension”.

(Sanchez and Wiley, 2009)

Likewise in an experiment by Brady et al. (2018) which examined whether scrolling

disrupts comprehension while reading on screens compared to paper, they found only a

partial effect specific to participants who had no preference for either digital or paper

readings. (Those with no specific preference performed worse on a comprehension test

in the scrolling mode). Brady et al. suggest that this, in line with other studies,

indicates that “the [negative] impact of scrolling on reading processes and

comprehension” may have declined over time because users are more familiar with

scrolling and the user experience has improved. That is to say that because many

readers are familiar with and highly skilled at navigating the web, Brady et al. argue

that they “may have developed compensatory strategies” for dealing with the transient

properties of on-screen documents. These strategies might include mapping words

onto other content on a page (also subject to scrolling) which forms part of the layout

or a prominent component like a heading or image.

2.2.4 In defence of scrolling

One key issue with ebook readers and other devices that present documents in a

paginated style, Pearson et al. argue (2010), is that text reflowing is often troublesome

and requires more work from the user. It’s difficult to fit text to a screen which may

have different proportions depending on the exact consumer device being used.

Whereas this kind of text fitting is easily solved for in responsive reflow in web

documents with a scrollbar that can grow infinitely.

One factor to consider is that pagination can break up the text and enforce an

intermediate action on the user before they can continue. In fact, Nielsen (2013), a

researcher in the field of human-computer interaction and user experience, says that

linear content flows like web articles “should almost never be broken up into multiple

screens”. He says that it’s preferable to place a full article on a single long screen,

rather than “inflict the pain of additional steps on users”.
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This account of pagination is consistent with the MPA (multi-page application) style of

pagination of how news media websites used to break up long-form articles. The

so-called “pain” of pagination with this older pattern is that when users click a button

to advance the page, they firstly lose their scrolled place on the current page because it

effectively vanishes, potentially dislocating its place in the structure map they are

building in their working memory. Secondly, they see a flash of white and perhaps an

extended pause before the next page loads. And then the “new page jumps into view”

(Web Incubator CG, 2022). As is common with nearly all MPA websites, users will see

page “jank”3 as the various elements in the DOM4 of the new page are populated and

the CSS styles are applied to the layout. Lastly the page is reconfigured, perhaps at a

disorientating new scroll position. All told, this creates a jarring and disconnected

experience which increases cognitive load for the user. (Web Incubator CG, 2022)

As we will see in 3.1 Application design, this present study proposes a solution to

these usability issues to deliver a kind of pagination that does not inflict any “pain” on

the user.

2.3 Pagination vs. scrolling in research

There is a significant body of research into the presentation of digital documents in

scrolling and paging reading modes which reaches back into the 1980s and earlier.

However, comparing current-day devices and design patterns with historical results

begs caution.

2.3.1 Performance and preference

Dyson and Kipping (1998) point out that “as late as 1990” one research study was still

using screens which “took nine seconds to refill in a paging mode”. Other research

reviewed by Dyson and Kipping from this time imposed restrictions on users such as

continuous scrolling (where the page autonomously advanced down at a fixed speed).

They add that, at the time of writing (in 1998), there had been no other recent

empirical work which “compared reading performance using current paging and

scrolling mechanisms”.

4 Document Object Model (DOM). A tree and API which holds the structure and content of a web page
in memory.

3 “‘Jank’ is any stuttering or choppiness that a user experiences when there is motion on the screen—like
during scrolling, transitions, or animations.” (Maust, 2015)
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Therefore we will use Dyson and Kipping’s paper as a starting point and focus on

research which is more relevant to the characteristics of modern computers screens and

interfaces.

Dyson and Kipping’s 1998 study looked at two features of reading on screens:

scrolling versus paging, as well as line length. In their experiment, they recorded time

taken to read a sample document and administered comprehension tests which asked

participants whether certain questions were answerable based on the document. In one

of their experiments they found a difference between scrolling and paging conditions

which indicated readers read faster while paging. However, the difference fell just shy

of the level of significance they had defined (p = 0.051). Additionally, the study

instructed users to scroll by tapping the down arrow on their keyboard rather than

using a mouse, which the authors say may have contributed to a slower reading rate

whilst scrolling.

One interesting finding in this  study is that:

Participant's perceptions of ease of reading, whatever their interpretation of this

variable, do not correlate with their performance (1998 Dyson and Kipping).

That is to say that while people actually tended to read faster in certain conditions

(such as line lengths over 100 characters per line), later when asked for their subjective

response, they often said that a different mode of reading was easier (such as a much

shorter line length).

In another study which built on Dyson and Kipping’s work, Chaparro and Baker

(2003) compared reading speed and comprehension in 15 participants in passages of

approximately 700 words. This study featured three conditions: a fully-scrolling mode

(single page), a scrolling mode spread over 2 pages, and a paging mode spread over 4

pages. The study also included comprehension questions (five multiple-choice

questions per passage), as well as five search task items requiring participants to return

to the passage to find a piece of information. Unlike Dyson and Kipping’s earlier

experiments, Chaparro and Baker found a large and significant difference (p < .05) in

reading time between passages. In the paging condition, the mean reading completion

time was 225.25 seconds, compared with 205.52 in the scrolling condition. The paging

condition also resulted in a higher comprehension score (3.2 questions correct versus

2.6 in the scrolling condition), but this did not reach the level of significance (p = .31).
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Nor did they find any significant difference in perceptions between the conditions in a

perceived ease of use questionnaire. Chaparro and Baker suggest that a difference in

scrolling versus reading times between theirs and previous research may be because, as

of 2003, participants had had more exposure to scrolling documents on the web.

2.3.2 Physical demands and feedback from scrolling and paging

So how does scrolling or paging impact users physically?

In a study which examined interactions between memory and digital reading, Wästlund

(2007, as cited in Brady et al., 2018) found that participants in a scrolling mode

reported more stress and mental fatigue whilst using the mouse than those using the

keyboard to navigate page by page. Additionally, Wästlund found that when a page’s

layout is adapted to fit perfectly on the screen, it produced less mental workload in

readers.

Pagination can also be physically cumbersome for users. Where the “next” button is

placed is “critical to the ease in which” digital reading devices like ebook readers are

used, say Pearson et al. (2010). Awkward placing can be uncomfortable, “[potentially

leading] to Repetitive Strain Injury (RSI)”.

Nevertheless, paged reading may require less consistent physical input. “Turning the

pages of a novel is very different,” say Vanderschantz et al. (2018), than skim-reading

and browsing to find snippets of information. Continuously reading a novel or a long

article may demand only infrequent button presses as one reaches the end of each page.

Vanderschantz et al. add that “turning pages on a physical book is fast and intuitive”,

providing readers the opportunity to anticipate page turns by lifting the corner of the

page before they have even finished reading the current one (O’Hara and Sellen, 1997

cited in Vanderschantz et al., 2018). Such affordances “are impossible to recreate on

digital equivalents”, say Pearson et al. (2010). And yet, at the time of writing this

present study, mobile devices have innovated considerably in the past decade in the

areas of gesture-based navigation, providing both visual and haptic feedback. Indeed,

past research by Liesaputra (2010) has shown that properties related to physical books

(page turning and bookmarks) can be emulated in engaging ways that improve user

experience and performance at tasks like seeking out information.
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Further details of previous digital reading experiments which explored paging and

scrolling are discussed in 3.2 Experimental design and procedure and in 4.2

Discussion.

In the next section we look at how the core feature related to the book mental model,

pagination, might be implemented using current web standards.

2.4 Web standards: a changing landscape

While dynamic reflowable pagination (often called “paging”) is widely implemented

in ebook readers and so-called paged media documents (like PDF), it is rarely used in

web design. “Reflowable pagination” refers to the presentation of documents so that

when one page (or container) is filled with text, excess text “flows” into another page

dynamically. This means that different sized containers (for example, computer screens

with bigger or smaller dimensions) will reflow text and generate a variable page count

depending on the device or configuration used.

The implementation of dynamic pagination in web documents closely parallels the

history and technical challenges of implementing separate columns of text in web

pages, which we will explore in this subsection.

In the early days of the World Wide Web in the 1990s, web documents could only

contain “static information and limited formatting” (Laiola Guimarães et al., 2014).

Within a few short years, CSS (Cascading Style Sheets), a syntax language for styling

web pages, was introduced. However, for a long time, CSS lacked the ability to define

document layouts which could reproduce the advanced typesetting and layout features

of traditional paginated print media.

2.4.1 AJAX and JavaScript

JavaScript, a programming language for adding dynamic behaviour to web pages,

emerged at around the same time that CSS was introduced. Later releases of JavaScript

would see the introduction of AJAX (asynchronous JavaScript and XML), a technique

for requesting page updates from a web server without the client needing to reload the

page.

Throughout much of its history, CSS lacked features which could manage text flow

between layout boxes in a dynamic way to support pagination or text columns. For
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example, during the 1990s and 2000s, there was no way to declare that excess text in

one container (such as a column or a <div> content container modelled on a “page”)

should flow into a second container when the amount of text overflowed the first.

This feature, which is common to all desktop publishing software, was eventually

solved for in myriad ways by JavaScript developers who wrote scripts to overrule the

browser’s natural way of rendering text and layouts. For example, one solution called

lib_columns.js (Van Ouwerkerk, 2005) was a JavaScript library which used a relatively

simple method of chopping innerHTML (i.e. entire containers of text) into separate

<div> elements. Another plugin based on the jQuery library, Columnizer.js, went a step

further and allowed further customisation in the areas of column width and the number

of columns.

However, these kinds of JavaScript solutions had attendant problems:

1. Firstly, they require additional code to be included on every webpage where

column support is needed.

2. Secondly, they represent a non-standard way of doing things which overrules

the browser’s way of rendering layouts, and thus may be less performant. This

is because JavaScript that reforms a page’s layout can affect the “pixel

pipeline,” the staged process through which the browser interprets

HTML/CSS/JavaScript and “paints” it on-screen (Lewis, 2015). This in turn

might introduce so-called “jank” and “negatively [impact] the user’s

experience” (Lewis, 2015).

3. Thirdly, they can lead to inconsistent behaviour across browsers. For example,

one developer reported that both lib_columns.js and Columnizer.js can split text

in inconsistent ways across browsers.

4. Finally, the inclusion of popular JavaScript libraries such as jQuery can entail

security debt and potential vulnerabilities. Libraries like jQuery have indirectly

resulted in widespread security vulnerabilities on many websites (Lauinger et

al., 2018) due to the introduction of dependencies and a failure by maintainers

or users to update packages. Moreover, many features of jQuery have been

superseded by recent improvements in the core JavaScript standard (ES5 and

ES6).
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Another way to implement reflowable pagination is through HTML5 Canvas (MDN,

2022a). Unlike other JavaScript legacy methods for creating pagination or columns,

the JavaScript Canvas API provides a relatively performant means to “paint” text or

images on screen. However, a key drawback of Canvas is that it does not follow the

normal interaction paradigm of HTML text (by default, Canvas text cannot be

highlighted).

One proposed solution found on the Stack Overflow question and answer website5

suggests using the scalable vector graphic (SVG) <text> tag to render text (Mulder,

2019). However, this HTML tag is designed for representing text in vector graphics

(i.e. typically in document images), not for full text document representation.

Lastly, while it does not solve for page reflow, JavaScript does provide another feature

which can enhance the experience of traditional pagination: AJAX. For example,

AJAX, as implemented by the JavaScript API, allows the client (i.e. the browser) to

send requests to the web server for new information without needing a full page load.

This enables alternative architecture to the previous web paradigm which entailed full

page reloads when navigating between extant pages in an article. Instead, AJAX

facilitates the creation of single-page applications (SPA), which results in an app-like

experience on websites because only necessary component parts of the layout get

updated and rendered when, for example, the user advances to a new page.

Moreover, a major benefit of an SPA approach for reading experiences is that it

provides little or no delay between page loads, and much less of the characteristic

“jank” associated with most MPA websites.

2.4.2 CSS

Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) is a language “used to format the layout of web pages”

(Hissom, 2011). It combines with other languages (HTML and JavaScript) which are

used respectively to define the content and behaviour of web pages.

First released in 1996, CSS has enjoyed an open-ended, iterative process of standards

development (known as CSS3) since 1999. Its ongoing, continuous development

involves completing and releasing segments of the standard in chunks (Kyrnin, 2020),

also known as modules. In parallel, browser engines (such as Blink or WebKit) are

5 https://stackoverflow.com/a/23556701/18648429
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continually (albeit slowly) updated by vendors like Google and Apple to adopt features

and behaviour defined in new and continually revised CSS “modules”. One such

module relevant to this paper is Multi-column Layout, which enables the

aforementioned text reflow functionality that is required for defining columns, but also

potentially for achieving dynamic pagination in web documents.

The original specification for CSS 2 in the 1990s distinguished between two media

groups for text: paged and continuous (World Wide Web Consortium, 2011). Paged

refers to the mode in which a document has discrete pages and margins - typically

documents intended to be physically printed on paper. Continuous refers to media

which appears on screens, where the content flows continuously (i.e. a scrolling

presentation style).

Proposals to include multi-column layout styles in CSS date back to the first rough

sketches of CSS3 in 1999 (World Wide Web Consortium, 1999). This first sketch of

the column standard did not specifically address reflowable pagination. But as this area

continued to be developed through further draft iterations of CSS3, specific modules

have been defined to potentially address different kinds of layout styling relevant to

pagination and reflowable text, including: Paged Media, Generated Content,

Multi-Column Layout, and Fragmentation.

CSS3 Fragmentation Module Level 3 (World Wide Web Consortium, 2021) is a

Candidate Recommendation as of May 2021. It specifies the process “by which

content becomes broken up into different boxes”, allowing continuous content (such as

text) to reflow between those boxes. Specifically, it adds CSS attributes to define how

and where breaks occur, and how widows and orphans should be handled. (At time of

writing in 2022, however, CSS3 Fragmentation is not fully supported by any major

browser).

The Paged Media (World Wide Web Consortium, 2018) and Generated Content

(World Wide Web Consortium, 2014) CSS Modules are two specifications relevant to

styling documents as pages. However, the definition of paged in these modules relates

specifically to the generation of static documents which can map directly to print

media (print previews, using HTML to generate PDFs), and both modules remain (at

time of writing) in Working Draft status with only missing or limited support across

browsers. Kimber (2018) points out that, as of 2018, there is no “sufficiently-complete
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open-source solution” for print media pagination in CSS - only commercial tools. He

adds that the CSS specification for pagination was still in flux at this time:

underspecified or with features missing.

One other relevant CSS3 module is Regions - however, as of 2020 (Andrew, 2019;

Deveria, 2022a), there are currently no usable implementations in any of the major

browsers , and the 2014 release of the specification remains as a Working Draft.

2.4.3 Pagination libraries and implementations

As of 2022, several commercial and open-source libraries or software packages exist to

implement dynamic pagination in web applications. These are summarised below:

● Readium6. A comprehensive architecture and set of toolkits (Readium 2022)

for developing desktop, web, and mobile reading applications designed for

.EPUB and .CBZ formats catering to ebooks and digital comics. The toolkit

includes a JavaScript-based viewer for online books. Readium also makes use

of the CSS3 multi-column format (Readium, 2019), recommending this

approach because of its cross-platform support and responsiveness.

● Epub.js7. Like Readium, this library provides an architecture for rendering

.EPUB content and is used to power many other applications, including a

number of implementations using ReactJS.

● Vivliostyle Viewer. This software is also designed to take HTML content and

output it as pages via a web reader. It uses JavaScript to render content directly.

● JavaScript libraries and scripts8: Lib_columns.js, jquery.easyPaginate.js, and

Columnizer jQuery Plugin. These libraries allow users to create reflowable

columns (i.e. similar to CSS3 Multicol) and/or to automatically paginate

content; a proposed benefit9 of this solution is providing more control using the

DOM. Note however that these packages are non-standard and in some cases

no longer maintained (lib_columns.js was released in 2002), and many do not

support images or certain CSS styling features.

9 https://stackoverflow.com/a/44491305/18648429

8 http://13thparallel.com/archive/column-script/lib_columns.js
http://st3ph.github.io/jquery.easyPaginate/
https://adamwulf.me/columnizer-jquery-plugin/

7 https://github.com/futurepress/epub.js/blob/master/src/layout.js#L107-L110
6 https://github.com/readium/readium-js-viewer
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● Custom JavaScript for splitting and reflowing. Several examples and

solutions10 11 12 were found during this review on StackOverflow. These

approaches typically involve splitting an article into a series of word chunks

(using a space as a separator), and then rendering each word to the page until

the current container/viewscreen is full. However, several issues persist with

these approaches:

1. They are not standard, and involve reimplementing features already

present in CSS or the native JavaScript API.

2. In sample code, reflowing was inconsistent (sometimes, while

navigating back and forth between pages, words fall on a different page

or are repeated both at the end and beginning of adjoining pages).

3. This approach struggles with images and may break other types of CSS

formatting. One advantage, however, is that it would enable streaming,

i.e. dynamic loading, via AJAX.

Nearly all existing implementations of pagination on the web are designed for ebooks

using the standardised EPUB file format. Though EPUBs were originally conceived

for use on dedicated readers, many browser implementations have now been created.

Several use Epub.js for rendering the books with a React-based UI as a wrapper such

as react-pub-viewer13 or react-epub-reader14. While these implementations were very

similar to the paginated style required for this present study, each package included a

significant amount of overhead for rendering EPUB and are not compatible with the

experimental library required to deploy this study.

2.4.4 An elegant solution

Finally, an article about new features in the then recently revised CSS3 Columns

standard (Mirza, 2013) offers a basic description of how CSS and JavaScript can be

used to achieve the dynamic reflowable pagination necessary for this present study.

A key benefit of the approach suggested by Mirza compared to the others reviewed is

that it is a largely CSS-based approach and is highly performant. Only basic HTML

14 https://github.com/alex1504/react-epub-reader
13 https://github.com/altmshfkgudtjr/react-epub-viewer
12 https://stackoverflow.com/a/23640207/18648429
11 https://stackoverflow.com/a/52194914/18648429
10 https://stackoverflow.com/questions/20690834/text-pagination-inside-a-div-with-image
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and CSS and the browser engine are used to render and reflow all text. The JavaScript

used is only required to programmatically “scroll” through the content. Moreover, this

approach requires minimal code and maximises its use of current CSS standards.

Because CSS is processed before JavaScript in the “pixel pipeline” (Lewis 2015), this

means that the browser parses both HTML and the CSS to calculate element

proportions and spacing, constructing the layout before it does any JavaScript

transformations. Moreover, “waiting to obtain CSS doesn’t block HTML parsing or

downloading,” but it does block JavaScript. (MDN, 2022c) Thus by implementing

reflow for pagination using a native CSS feature rather than using supplementary

JavaScript code, pages using this mechanism should be rendered more quickly than

other predominantly JavaScript-based text reflow techniques.

This approach, however, does generate overhead because the full document needs to be

loaded into memory. Using a different approach via JavaScript and a database would

allow an article to be streamed on-demand as the reader pages through it, thus reducing

bandwidth. However, because the documents being loaded for this present research’s

area of focus are news articles (5000 words is roughly equivalent to 10kB), the CSS3

Columns approach of preloading the full document is superior since the vast majority

of consumer devices can easily handle this memory overhead. This solution and other

considerations in its deployment will be covered in more detail in section 3.1.1

Implementing pagination.
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3. DESIGN & METHODOLOGY

This chapter is divided into two major sections. In 3.1 Application design,

development of the web application and its attendant features and properties is

described in detail. Following that, in 3.2 Experiment design, an account is given of the

research methods and procedures deployed for this study, including some preliminary

findings from the pilot testing phase which were fed back into a modified final version

of the application and experiment for the online phase.

3.1 Application design

In the first subsection of application design below (3.1.1 Implementing pagination), the

technical challenge and solution is outlined. In the remaining sections (3.1.2 - 3.1.5)

several design considerations are addressed regarding readability (for example,

background colour). While participants were not exposed to different conditions for

these features in the experiment, each one was optimised based on previous research in

order to limit the impact of confounding variables and to maximise reading experience.

3.1.1 Implementing pagination

As discussed in 2.4.4 An elegant solution, this study uses the CSS Columns feature for

pagination. It does so using a simple series of manipulations suggested by Mirza

(2013) which have been implemented using the CSS and JavaScript documented in

this section.

The current specification for CSS columns (which is now supported by all major

browser engines), allows developers to set a number of columns with a predefined

width for each:

#article {
column-count: 1;
column-width: var(--article-width);
max-width: var(--article-width)

Note that in our example above a CSS helper variable (--article-width) has been used.

This was set using the min() CSS function to provide a fallback for smaller screens
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that are narrower than the article container15:

:root {
--article-width: min(650px, 92vw);

}

When a CSS column is defined with the above properties, the text flows inside the

column vertically (top to bottom), extending the page downwards and generating a

vertical scroll bar in the usual way as follows:

Figure 3.1:  Article column container with default overflow.

This is identical to how text in a normal HTML container flows when it has a fixed

width. However, we can get a step closer to pagination by adding a fixed height to the

article container16:

#article {
/* ... */
max-height: calc(100vh - 3.2rem);

16 Note that Safari, which uses the WebKit browser engine as of 2022, currently implements this feature
slightly differently to other major browsers. While in other browsers a relative height in the container
such as max-height: 100% and a fixed height in a parent container creates an inline overflow,
Safari requires an explicit unit value for the height in the column container to achieve this.

15 This maximum column width was set based on a widely recommended line width of 65-85
characters-per-line.
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Because the container now has a height limit (which is less than the viewport height),

the scrollbar disappears and text can no longer flow vertically below the article

container. Instead, the text is flowed into new columns which are populated in an

“inline” or horizontal, left-to-right direction. Note that even though we originally

specified column-count: 1, the browser engine generates additional column-like

containers (which match the fixed column-width that we specified) for the text to flow

into so long as the container’s overflow value is set to its default of overflow:

visible .

Figure 3.2: Article container with inline (horizontal) columns overflow.

However, if the article container’s overflow property is set to hidden (while also

reducing the gap between our overflow columns to keep columns flush):

#article {
/* ... */
column-gap: 0px;
overflow: hidden;

The inline overflow columns disappear and we are left with a single “page” (see:

Figure 3.3 below). The previous overflow section of our container element, which

extended to the right and could be scrolled, still exists in the DOM. However, this

overflow section (along with the scrollbar17) is now hidden from and inaccessible by

the user because it extends beyond the bounds of the container.

17 Note that when the scrollbar is hidden, the container cannot be scrolled. Mousewheels that allow
horizontal scrolling and the mouse middle-button “auto-scroll” feature do not work.
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Figure 3.3: Article container with fixed height/width and overflow:hidden.

Each HTML container on the DOM has a scrollLeft property which can either get

or set how many “pixels an element’s content is scrolled from its left edge” (MDN,

2022b). Each element also has an offsetWidth attribute which returns its width in

pixels. In this case, the article container is the same width as the CSS variable defined

previously (650 px); however, offsetWidth can be used to access this dynamically

in case the container size is updated18. Lastly, an offsetWidth property tells us the

full width in pixels of all columns or “pages” including both the visible and overflow

areas. Dividing this by the scrollWidth value returns the total number of generated

pages and can be used to calculate the current page number.

From here, “next” and “previous” buttons are added along with event listeners with

callback functions that increment or decrement the container’s scrollLeft attribute

so that overflow columns (i.e. adjacent “pages”) can be moved into view.

<!-- HTML -->
<button id="next" class="nav_button">Next →</button>

18 During testing a bug was discovered in how this value is set on certain screens with pixel scaling.
Occasionally, adding a whole number value like 650 to scrollLeft results in the property being
incremented by a fractional number like 649.636352 while using Chrome and Windows 10. After many
page turns, the rounding error accumulates and pushes the edge of the current page fractionally out of
bounds. However, this error, when it occurred, was negligible and no pilot testers or online phase
participants reported seeing it.
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// JavaScript
const article = document.getElementById('article');

// Retrieve the next button
const next = document.getElementById('next');

function nextPage() {
article.style.animation = '';

// Incr. article element’s horizontal position & show next page
article.scrollLeft = article.scrollLeft + pageWidth;
calcCurrPage();
article.style.animation = 'fadeIn ease 0.5s';

}

A number of additional functions and event handlers to track page progression, render

a progress bar, and govern what happens when the user resizes the screen have been

defined in the JavaScript code for the reader. Many CSS styles were also defined to,

for example, maintain consistent margins across different screen sizes and other

aesthetics in order to improve user experience.

To increase user experience and the efficiency of page turns, additional keyboard

shortcut hotkeys were added to the reader using the document.onkeyup event

handler via the Document API. A callback function for the onwheel event handler of

the article container was also defined so that scrolling via the mousewheel in

pagination mode carries out page turns19.

The code for all features above can be viewed in Appendix A of this document.

Jump to Appendix A ↓

View live demo on Github.io | https://ric-cde.github.io/reader/msc

View Github repository | https://github.com/ric-cde/ric-cde.github.io/tree/master/reader/msc

Note that vendor prefixes such as -webkit and -moz (e.g. -webkit-column-count),

originally required in some browsers when the CSS column feature began to be

19 During testing, this mousewheel-mediated page turning feature proved very user friendly and efficient
since it builds on the existing mental model and design pattern that web users expect when navigating
texts. Additional visual feedback is issued in the application to help signpost this behaviour for new
users who try to scroll. For each page turn, the entire text updates instantly, the page number and the
progress bar reflect the change, and a gentle fade-in animation is applied. Additionally, it still allows the
user to quickly “scroll through” an entire article fluidly from beginning to end without any intermediate
delays, just as efficiently as scrolling in a normal web document.
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released in 2011, have been omitted as they are no longer needed in all major browsers

(O’Leary, 2021).

As part of this approach, the browser client receives all article text from the server,

storing it in memory and rendering the hidden text during page load. Because the

additional columns have already been rendered in this way, turning pages is

instantaneous.

A potential drawback to this approach, however, is the extra bandwidth overhead

during initial load and indirect wastage when a user does not navigate through the full

document. In the case of a full book, this might entail several hundred kilobytes or

even megabytes.

For this use case, a streaming-type method deployed in an SPA was considered where

the server would send a buffer of text sufficient to populate several pages for any

screen dimensions. As the reader advances, the client could progressively issue AJAX

requests to the server for more text to be added to its buffer so that the user experiences

little or no loading pauses.

However, for a long-form article (e.g. 5000 words), loading the full article text

typically requires no more than 20-30 kB. (By comparison, loading a normal

long-form article on the NewYorker.com website required 7.9 MB of content to be

transferred, including JavaScript packages, ads, images, and more). Further, this kind

of bandwidth minimisation was unnecessary because the version of the article

presented in the experiment did not include any images20 and the study application

pre-fetched and prepared all content before readers reached reading sample screens.

While testing the initial code, it was also observed that the code did not work on the

Safari browser (the reader stalled on the first page). Safari uses the Webkit browser

engine, which implements CSS3 Columns in a slightly different way where columns

need an explicitly fixed width. When this property was added, the reader worked

normally in Safari. Additional tests were carried out on browsers that use the

Blink/Chromium (Google Chrome and Microsoft Edge) and Gecko (Mozilla Firefox)

engines. Though CSS Columns is supported on virtually all other browsers, including

20 If this reader implementation were to be used in production with images, lazy-loading on images
could be used to preserve bandwidth. However, images would need to have a fixed size - otherwise
lazy-loading of images could cause text overflow into new pages and increase the page count
dynamically as the user progresses, resulting in poor user experience.
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versions of the older Internet Explorer browser (MSHTML engine), testing was

waived on these engines due to a combination of deprecation (end of life), low market

share, and lack of or inconsistent support for CSS features.

3.1.2 Navigation considerations

The reader interface utilises a subdued, minimal navigation bar:

Figure 3.4: The reader’s navigation bar in paging mode.

The navigation bar was scaled down in order to both maximise the available vertical

space for lines of text, and to reduce its visibility in the reader’s eyeline and thus

minimise the potential for distraction from the text.

In fact, a more minimalist approach was considered (with a greyscale colour palette

and shorter height). However, as the interface would be relatively new to participants

in the experiment (as opposed to their default method of scrolling and using the

scrollbar), the use of larger touch points and a peach colour to indicate active buttons

and progress was retained in order to reduce any cognitive overhead.

Figure 3.5: The reader in paging mode at the end of an article..

3.1.3 Typography and aesthetics

Background colour

The reader uses a cream coloured background behind the text, paired with a muted

peach coloured backdrop to either side of the text.

To maximise contrast, black text on a full white background was considered. However,

previous research indicates that readers, particularly those with dyslexia, prefer or are
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more efficient readers when text is presented with a cream coloured background (Rello

and Baeza-Yates, 2012; British Dyslexia Guide, 2022).

Nevertheless, the body text remains very high contrast (20.9:1 contrast ratio) in order

to maximise readability for those with reduced vision and to ensure a consistency of

viewing experience on screens with limited contrast ratio or which are subject to glare

from reflected light.

In their experiments, Dyson and Kipping (1998) suggested that large areas of white

screen could produce glare “and may [slow] down reading”, and thus they switched to

a grey backdrop in a subsequent experiment in their study. Therefore an additional

peach coloured backdrop with lower luminance has been used on either side of the text

in the reader. In a study of both people with and without dyslexia, the use of this peach

colour behind text resulted in improved reading performance relative to other

background colours (Rello and Bigham, 2017).

Previous research has shown certain affordances or mental models can improve

readability. (Liesaputra et al., 2009) To provide visual feedback, in line with emerging

design patterns for including contextual page transitions on the web (Web Incubator

OG, 2022), a minimal animation has been added between page turns. When the page is

turned, the text of the next page appears instantly but only at 70% opacity, and then

fades in to 100%. This minimal feedback serves to signpost that a whole-page change

in the text has occurred, without introducing a delay which might inhibit navigation.

Font face, size, and line-height

Each article’s body text is presented at the default text size associated with the user’s

device, which takes into account any font size preferences set by the OS or browser. In

this experiment, font-size is set at 1 rem (i.e. root element unit), which is equivalent to

the font-size used on websites like Wikipedia, and fits the recommendations of many

UX style guides which suggest a font-size of 16-18px for body text on the web

(Scacca, 2018; British Dyslexia Association, 2022).

During testing, Windows 10 and Google Chrome with default settings and a font-size

of 1 rem in the pilot reader was found to equal exactly 16px on both a 1920 x 1080

monitor and a 3840 x 2160 monitor (with default 250% font scaling). All pilot testers

were asked whether the font size was too small or too large. Five said that they had no
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issues; one participant (who was not using their own personal device) said that the font

was slightly too small, but added that they simply had to use their reading glasses. One

tester added that, when they read on their Kindle ebook reader device, “I find myself

[reducing] the font size in the Kindle [to minimise page turning] so that I can read

faster.”

Note, however, that at the time of writing many websites (including long-form news

magazines such as The New Yorker and The Atlantic) use significantly larger fixed

font sizes in the range of 21-22px. Such a large font size has a basic usability

advantage: it may increase legibility in readers, particularly those with reduced vision

(and those who have not configured device font preferences). However, because it is

not based on the root size which a user has specified on their device, specifying an

exact px value for font-size (or adding additional scaling based on one) runs the risk of

being either too large or too small on certain reader’s devices.

Added to this, using larger font sizes has a distinct disadvantage for reading long texts

on the web because it reduces the effective number of words visible on screen at once,

necessitating more scrolling or page turning. We can suppose as well, based on a

consideration of working-memory capacity and reduced cognitive load, that showing

more text on screen at once decreases the effort involved in creating a surface

representation of the text, particularly in the scrolling mode.

Line-height may also exhibit a similar effect (increased line height reduces available

text per screen). However, a too-large line-height does not result in the same scaling

disadvantage of too-large font sizes. Additionally, UX guidelines for the web routinely

recommend a line-height of 1.4 to 1.5 (British Dyslexia Association, 2022), and thus

1.5 has been used in the reader to provide for maximum readability.

A number of different fonts were considered - including several modern, new fonts

designed for readability (Britton, 2020). However, Arial was selected because it is the

most popular and widely supported typeface and more likely to be familiar to

participants. The reader uses fallback fonts of Helvetica and “sans-serif”.

Justification

The text in both reading modes is left-aligned with a ragged right edge, a format found

on most online news websites.
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CSS has 4 options for alignment: left, center, right, or fully justified text (where text is

aligned to both left and right margins and padding with spaces between words such as

the text in this document). Fully justified text was considered for its aesthetic appeal.

Most print magazine journalism utilises left-justification (which left-aligns the final

line, and/or makes use of hyphens and other techniques to keep word-spacing

consistent). CSS currently lacks the option for left-justified text as found in desktop

publishing software such as Adobe InDesign.

Furthermore, during testing, using CSS full justification resulted in inconsistent

behaviour on Safari where the final line would be stretched to reach the right margin

creating large gaps even when this line only contained a handful of words.

3.1.4 Scrolling mode

The reader was designed so that it could be deployed to show articles in either

pagination or scrolling mode. In both modes, articles are rendered identically (same

margins, typography, colours, spacing) except that scrolling mode’s bottom navigation

bar is absent and the article extends downwards with a standard browser-generated

right-hand scroll bar.

A dynamic navigation bar fixed to the right edge of the article text box was considered

for inclusion in the scrolling mode. This would have helped match the potential

navigation UI advantage which the pagination mode has by having article progress

information closer to the text when viewing the web on a widescreen device. (Added,

most browsers typically use a very narrow, muted scrollbar on the right-hand side of

the screen to minimise the screen real estate occupied). However, this would have

duplicated the functionality of the browser scroll bar (potentially introducing a

disorientating change to the standard user experience of scrolling a web document),

and was avoided.

3.2 Experimental design and procedure

This experiment was designed to be conducted in two phases: a pilot test (featuring six

testers), and an online study with 40 paid participants recruited from a research

recruitment platform.
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The pilot test was used to trial both the application and the research design

(particularly reading speed timings and comprehension questions). During pilot

testing, each participant was interviewed in-person or over video conferencing and

asked to provide open–ended-feedback about their reading habits, their experience of

the experiment and the reading modes, and to evaluate each of the questionnaire pages

within the experiment which required responses.

3.2.1 Experimental software

There are a number of frameworks and software solutions for running experiments in

the browser for use in psychology and user experience research. However, due to the

nature of this study’s reading experiment, a tool was required which could embed the

existing JavaScript implementation of the reader described in section 3.1 of this

chapter. The implementation needed to be seamless, allowing complete control over

HTML, CSS and JavaScript, whilst also allowing the experiment to be deployed as a

single-page application in which the participant progressed between different screens

and reading conditions whilst storing user responses and automatically tracking time

spent on various screens.

Lab.js (Henninger et al, 2022) is a relatively new open-source tool which was selected

for this purpose. It provides both a JavaScript library and a study builder tool with a

GUI in which different screens of the experiment can be created as interlinked

components. Importantly, it allows the code of each screen and component to be fully

modified. Moreover, it is extremely flexible for deployment: it was possible to deploy

the complete study both as an offline website for testing and to deploy it on Netlify

where the experiment was hosted for the pilot and online phases.

A research paper by the Lab.js creators (Henninger et al., 2022) details its ability to

record timings - which Henninger et al. identify as a major concern in online

experimental research. Timing can be considered in two dimensions: 1) accuracy,

which relates to bias or lag, and precision, which refers to “freedom for measurement

noise” (Henninger et al., 2022). Lab.js purports to reduce both of these factors by using

algorithms to capture high-resolution timings (with sub-millisecond precision) using

frame synchronisation, which aligns timings to the browser animation cycle, and the

use of an optimised rendering engine which, for example, pre-loads and prepares

stimuli prior to presentation on screen.
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A key benefit of the approach of Lab.js is that the entire study’s logic can run on the

client side. This eliminates any network latency (lag time of sending HTTP responses

across the network from the client to the server).

3.2.2 Selecting a text and assessing readability

Approximately 30 long-read texts were reviewed via The Guardian newspaper’s Open

Platform API which allows programmatic access to its content archive for use in the

experimental conditions in this study.

Initially, two separate articles were sought to satisfy the repeated measures design of

this study. However, no suitable article pairs with similar readability and style could be

found (i.e. articles with the same author, subject matter, and relative length).

Instead the design was modified so that both conditions would be carried out on two

sequential parts of the same article. This altered design provided clear benefits: both

text samples would have the same author, same style, and matching content. Both

samples were later edited so that word counts and readability measures matched

exactly. This approach also helps provide a sense of continuity for participants during

the experiment which more closely resembles the real experience of reading a

long-form journalism article.

Several longer texts were excluded (4,500 to 7,000 words) because they would have

necessitated a much longer reading experiment, increasing fatigue in participants and

limiting potential sample size.

Other texts, which may have been more stimulating or interesting to readers (such as

The mystery of the man who fell from the sky, and Why have young people in Japan

stopped having sex?) were excluded because they featured graphic or objectionable

content which might affect some readers’ disposition towards the text.

Ultimately, the selected text: What happened when Walmart left was chosen in part

because the story and setting (a small American town) was unlikely to have been

covered in Irish and British media. Additionally, the cultural context of America is

generally familiar to Irish and British audiences. Added, narrative pacing is consistent

throughout: the article consists entirely of various characters being introduced every
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few paragraphs in short, focused vignettes - sprinkled with facts relevant to the overall

theme.

To facilitate the repeated measures design, the article was split in two at a point which

happened to fall on a natural pause and transition in the article.

Figure 3.6: Original Guardian article with break point selected to divide experimental

conditions.

To ensure the two sections were equivalent in difficulty, the Flesch-Kincaid readability

tests were used to assess each. These tests purport to assess a text’s difficulty using a

readability score and the relative educational level required for it (Flesch, 2016). They

work by inferring difficulty from the number of words, syllables, sentences, and the

average numbers of syllables per words and words per sentence.

It should be noted that readability tests have a number of technical weaknesses, such as

originally being formulated for children’s school books and failing to account for

things like tone, content, or imagery (Redish, 2000). Redish recommends user testing
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as a superior alternative, and two SEQ scales will also be applied in the final

experiment which will be evaluated in the results section.

Article
section

Grade
level

Reading
ease

Reading
level

Words Words per
sentence

Syllables
per word

Sentences

Part A 9.6 60.4 8th & 9th
grade

1592 19.2 1.5 83

Part B 7.6 70.9 7th grade 1581 17.2 1.4 92

Table 3.1 Flesch-Kincaid measures for parts of the original article. (Good Calculators, 2022)

Following Dyson and Kipping’s (1998) research design, text samples were selected to

be “approximately” equal in length. In the sample text used in this present study,

however, it was possible to edit both parts to be exactly equal in both word count and

number of syllables.

Following pilot testing with six testers, 11 words were removed from Part A. Many

sentences were broken up, or changed from passive to active, in order to reduce the

number of independent clauses and shorten sentence lengths.

A number of words were directly replaced with simpler synonyms (or, in the case of

Part B, replaced with more comprehensive adjectives and nouns). A sample of these

changes can be found in the tables below:

Original text Revised text for online phase

“She remembers the feeling of
excitement and expectation as…”

“She remembers feeling excited as…”

“... the gargantuan "big boxes" that have
become…”

“... the huge "big boxes" that have
become…”

“...treated for congenital heart

disease…”

“...treated for heart disease…”

“...Goodsons, is too expensive, she says,

and other Walmarts…”

“...Goodsons, is too expensive, she says.

Other Walmarts…”

“...overpowering the competition…” “...beating the competition…”

Table 3.2 Sample of text changes made to Part A to increase readability.
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Original text Revised text for online phase

“...and doggedly refuses to have a
website.…”

“...and obstinately refuses to have a
website.”

“At its peak, Walmart…” “At its zenith, Walmart…”

“There were knock-on effects, too,” “There were second-order effects, too,”

“There are some rays of hope piercing

through...”

“There are some glimmers of hope

penetrating through...”

Table 3.3: Part B changes - reading ease was decreased by introducing more complex words,

increasing syllables.

After these changes (carried out over two repeated passes of each article section), both

sections matched each other in terms of word count, syllables per word, reading ease,

and other metrics in the Flesch-Kincaid reading scale:

Article
section

Grade
level

Reading
ease

Reading
level

Words Words per
sentence

Syllables
per word

Sentences

Part A 8.7 62.7 8th & 9th
grade

1582 17 1.5 93

Part B 8.7 62.7 8th & 9th
grade

1582 17 1.5 93

Table 3.4: New Flesch-Kincaid scores after text adjustments.

Finally, in the online experiment, this study used two prompts after each text to capture

participants’ perception of a text’s difficulty and readability by rating them on a 7-part

SEQ scale:
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Figure 3.7: 7-part readability scales (SEQ) presented after readings.

In the analysis section, this scale is used to validate that there was no significant

difference between the difficulty or readability of either text (irrespective of reading

mode).

3.2.3 Comprehension test

In their study on digital reading, Shaikh and Chaparro (2005) used a comprehension

test with 19 questions per article (375 words each). This enabled them to calculate

reading efficiency (speed * % correct on comprehension).

Another potential method for assessing comprehension, used by Wiley and Sanchez

(2009) in their study of working memory capacity in scrolling and paging modes,

required participants to write short essays summarising information from a text. This

metric not only measures recall but also assesses how participants have processed and

interpreted information. Unfortunately, as with using a high number of comprehension

questions, the limited timespan (< 25 minutes) and difficulties in guiding participants

in an online study made this method for assessing comprehension unviable.
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Thus in this present study a multiple-choice question design is used which is similar to

that deployed by Chaparro and Baker (2003) featuring five questions per text sample.

As in Copeland and Gedeon (2015), this allows a comprehension score to be calculated

for each sample that a participant reads (which can be aggregated across all

participants by reading mode), as well as an overall comprehension score covering

both texts.

In order to filter out inattentive participants who did not follow the instructions (i.e.

skip or skim sections of the text), a minimum comprehension score of 0.6 was set (3

out of 5 questions correct for each sample) for the inclusion of a participant’s data in

the final analysis. Note: a downside of this approach is that it might result in good faith

participants inadvertently being excluded from the study. Thus it is necessary to write

comprehension questions in such a way that they provide multiple hooks or

breadcrumbs for recall and recognition of details.

Comprehension questions were set by reviewing the text and taking notes on named

individuals, dates, figures, and important quotes or phrases which tie in to the overall

narrative. These questions and associated correct answers were worded so as to engage

users in recognition (i.e. presenting familiar combinations of words or phrases), which

is an easier form of memory retrieval than pure recall (Budiu, 2014). Budiu says that

since memory is organised in interlinked chunks, retrieval of chunks is influenced by

recency and context. Separate chunks can be related by context such that when one

chunk is activated, it “spreads activation” to another chunk, allowing that chunk to also

be recalled. (Budiu, 2014) Since recognition is based on cues (i.e. partial pattern

recognition), it can be easier to activate memory chunks related to recognition by

writing comprehension questions which include multiple familiar cues from the texts.

Nevertheless several questions were also designed to be answered via recall (i.e.

specific facts or details, in this case names and numbers), with either breadcrumbs and

contextual clues, or a high number of appearances in the article. One question in each

also makes use of interpretation (for example, correctly being able to parse something

a person actually said from what they necessarily might believe).
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Question Type Assessment Notes

A Q. 1 Date Recall/recognition Can be deduced
from other details
present in article

A Q. 2 Name Recall Appears many
times

A Q. 3 Name Recall/recognition Appears a few
times

A Q. 4 Complete a
sentence

Recognition

A Q. 5 Choose a
description

Recognition/interpretation

Table 3.5: Classification of Part A comprehension questions .

Question Type Assessment Notes

B Q. 1 Name Recall/recognition Appears a few
times close together

B Q. 2 Long name Recall/recognition Appears once,
memorable cultural
context

B Q. 3 Number/description Recall/deduction Appears a few
times

B Q. 4 Complete a
sentence

Recognition Very memorable

B Q. 5 Choose description Recognition/interpretation

Table 3.6: Classification of comprehension questions in Part B.

During pilot testing (n = 6), the lowest participant score was 0.7 (7 questions out of 10

correct). In follow-up interviews, each participant was asked to do a walkthrough of

the comprehension tests and to point out excessively difficult questions or responses

which were either confounding or obviously (through deduction) false.

Several pilot testers flagged question 3 for part B of the article. The article had

mentioned both the correct answer (140) and the fact that 300 was the peak number of

employees at the Walmart store during its 10 year existence, so it was thought this

additional cue would allow most people to deduce the answer.
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Figure 3.8: Pilot test version of Part B Question 3 (comprehension).

However, only 50% of responses selected the correct response for this question, and

during interviews two testers said they had to guess the answer.

For the online phase, this question was rewritten to include more contextual cues,

including the exact phrasing used in the article:

Figure 3.9: Revised version of Part B Question 3 (comprehension).

Other questions and their possible responses were also modified to add extra

contextual clues.

It should be noted that the comprehension score is not one of the primary dependent

variables of this study. This in part is because of the limited precision involved: 5

questions for a 1500-word article, as opposed to 19 questions for Shaikh and

Chaparro’s design (2005). Because of the limited nature of the online experiment,

replicating such a lengthy questionnaire (38 comprehension questions in total) might
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have contributed to fatigue effects and reduced participants' compliance with

instructions.

3.2.4 Usability and reader preference questionnaire

While brief comprehension tests and two article readability single ease questions

(SEQ) were issued after each reading sample (the latter was used post hoc to validate

that the readings were equivalent in difficulty and interest), the overall preference

question and a number of usability scales were administered on the final screen of the

experiment. Questions were staged in this order to mitigate the peak-end effect and to

allow participants a separate part of the study in which they could give a considered

opinion, completing two side-by-side custom 4-scale usability questionnaires before

indicating an overall preference.

Figure 3.9: Usability Likert scales applied to pagination.

Note that these questions may suffer from a partial acquiescence bias (Rosala, 2020): a

person’s tendency to agree with others. In this case, because the statements are framed

with salience in one direction (“I found the article easy to navigate”), respondents may
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be more likely to agree with the statement. Ideally, the statements would normally be

counterbalanced with equivalent negatively framed statements (e.g. “I had a difficult

time reading the article”), but these were omitted to avoid overburdening respondents

and reduce the potential for fatigue.

These questions are based on one of two standard usability and cognitive load

questionnaires originally considered for this study: the System Usability Scale (SUS)

and the NASA Task Load Index (NASA TLX).

Neither questionnaire was found to be among the research methods of earlier examples

of digital reading research which were reviewed for this study.

Nevertheless, parts of the SUS questionnaire (outlined by Laubheimer, 2018) provided

a model of how to measure usability and learnability in the reader system. However,

given that the system in question (in the scrolling or pagination conditions) only

involves a single minimal activity (pressing a button or scrolling the mousewheel),

most of the standard SUS statements were inappropriate for the present study, and

were thus modified.

The NASA TLX was also ruled out. While it offers a useful way to measure mental

workload in digital experiences, the number of questions required (19 for each

condition; 38 in total) would have significantly burdened participants. Note that

previous digital reading experiments have modelled cognitive load and related

measures in a number of ways - including saccadic eye movements, brain imaging, and

complex pre and post cognitive tests - not practical in a limited remote experiment.

3.2.4 Recruitment

Participants for the study were recruited via the Prolific platform

(https://www.prolific.co/). Prolific is an online service which allows researchers to

recruit participants on-demand for browser experiments. Participants can be screened

or filtered according to demographics and various other screening responses they have

provided to Prolific.

Users recruited from Prolific for this study were awarded compensation of £3.34

(€4.70), along with bonuses (see 3.2.5 Attention checks & repeated instructions) for an

estimated 25 minutes of their time.
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Several pre-screening filters were applied on the Prolific platform in order to partially

control for variables that could affect the results. These filters included:

● Nationality: United Kingdom.

● First Language: English.

● Country of Birth: United Kingdom.

● Place of most time spent before turning 18: In England, or Elsewhere in the

UK.

While participants could have been recruited from other countries, people from the UK

were chosen to control for different educational experiences or cultural attitudes which

might affect their disposition to reading the selected article. (In this case, the sample

article was published in a British newspaper).

Other pre-screening filters applied included:

● Highest education level completed: High school diploma/A-levels.

○ Fixed at a minimum level (people typically complete A Levels at age 18

or above) to ensure all participants had a reading level above that of the

text (Grade 9 according to the Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level, which is

typically age 14 and above in the equivalent US school system).

● Vision: Normal or corrected-to-normal vision.

○ Participants who do not have normal or corrected-to-normal vision were

excluded to rule this out as an extraneous variable. (In this experiment it

was not possible to balance the two participant groups in a

representative way and thus this may have affected the validity of

statistical tests).

● Approval rate: 100%

○ Approval rate is the percentage of previous studies for which

participants’ submissions have been approved by other researchers.

After applying these criteria, the Prolific recruitment tool adjusted the estimated

available pool from 137,142 participants down to 18,362 participants.
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3.2.4 Informed consent and data protection

This study was designed to align with Prolific’s recommendations (Prolific Team,

2022b) regarding consent as well as data protection best practices which conform to

the standards of the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) (Prolific Team,

2022a).

● No personally-identifying information (PII) was recorded. Participants were,

however, asked to provide their age. To avoid the collection of PII such as date

of birth, this was phrased as “Age (in current years)”.

● Participants were asked on a pre-screening page within the experiment to

provide demographic information including education level, first language, and

country of residence. A “Prefer not to say” option was included.

● Prolific provides separate demographic data (including age, education,

language, and sex) which was processed in aggregate (i.e. to produce statistics

about the participant sample as a whole). A summary of this additional

demographic information is shown in the results section.

● Participants were shown a screen (Figure 3.10 below) which described the

study and how their data would be used and the option to consent or opt out of

the study without penalty. The experiment was designed so that participants

could withdraw consent at any time by simply closing the tab (which would

result in no data being stored). At the study’s conclusion, the debrief screen

provided additional information about the study and its purpose, and

participants were again given the option to withdraw consent before their data

would be transmitted.
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Figure 3.10: Consent screen shown at the beginning of the experiment.

3.2.5 Attention checks & repeated instructions

Participants were briefed with an instruction screen written in a plain English language

style, broken down by bullet points and illustrated with icons (as recommended by

Dörnyei and Taguchi, 2010) in order to reduce cognitive load and promote cooperation

in participants.

Brief instruction screens were also displayed on how to navigate the subsequent

reading modes (i.e. mouse scrolling or page turning) before each reading task.

In the pilot phase, one older tester read out loud because she found this easier for the

sustained concentration required (20 minutes of reading). The design used in earlier

in-person reading studies (Dyson and Kipping, 1998) specifically asked participants to

read silently. However, in this present research, no instructions were given regarding
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verbalisation in the online phase as it would be impossible to enforce and might disrupt

natural behaviours.

Following pilot testing, several participants’ reading time data exhibited differences

between reading modes. For example, one person took 265 seconds to read Part A

using pagination, whilst taking 397 seconds to read Part B whilst scrolling. When

questioned the participant said that they were interrupted several times by their

daughter during the first reading and hadn’t realised that the experiment involved

timing. Inconsistent timings can also be seen in the data generated by two other

participants, one of whom said that they had felt tired because they were doing the

experiment at midnight and so speed-read through part B. Later, when two additional

random users on the Prolific pattern were enrolled in the study for inclusion in pilot

testing, another response also exhibited unusual timings.

As a result of these inconsistencies, additional attention checks were added to the study

(see below), as well as an explicit reminder before each reading activity that it would

be timed. Lastly the study description on Prolific was modified to include an additional

reward: “A bonus of £1 will be added if you pass all attention checks and follow

instructions precisely.” While this additional incentive may have impacted the

experimental conditions by introducing an additional performance bias into the design,

it would likely impact both experimental conditions (scrolling and paging) equally.
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Figure 3.11: Instruction screen attention checks exhibit “nonsensical item” design and two

chances for a correct answer.

These checks were modelled upon examples from Prolific’s Attention Check Policy

(Prolific Team, 2022c), which are themselves based upon examples and instructions

from Gordon et al. (2019).

3.2.6 User device constraints

Previous in-person research designs have typically controlled for variables such as the

reading device, software, input devices, and screen. (Dyson and Kipping, 1998)

Thus in the online study platform used to recruit participants for this paper, potential

participants were screened according to device and browser type by requesting that

they meet the following minimum requirements:

● Desktop or laptop computer

● Physical keyboard and pointing device such as a mouse or trackpad
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● An up-to-date version of Google Chrome, Safari, Microsoft Edge, or Mozilla

Firefox.

This was further validated by a screener questionnaire within the study itself and by

checking the user agent.

An interesting aspect of older research, which may be a confounding variable, has been

the relatively limited image quality of screens and differences in input devices and

interaction paradigms. For example, Dyson and Kipping’s 1998 study utilised a

cathode ray tube (CRT) monitor with a resolution of 800 x 600 and 256 colours;

Chaparro and Baker (2003) had a system with a resolution of 1024 x 768. Higher

resolution facilitates greater fidelity and less blurriness of characters, which may

improve readability. Devices from previous decades also typically have reduced

contrast ratio, viewing angle, and lower refresh rates (the frequency at which the

screen image is updated at). Refresh rates above 60 Hz have been shown to marginally

increase reading speed at a level of significance (Montegut et al., 1997), and also to

increase reaction time when using a pointing device (Murakami et al., 2014). Research

by Behler and Lush (2010) also found that participants in an ebook reader experiment

were frustrated by the slow screen refresh rate when turning pages on an eInk device.

Because participants were in a natural environment (i.e. on everyday devices they

might typically use to read online), no effort was made to screen participants by

display characteristics or to have them modify their display directly. However, the

experimental design records the screen resolution of each participant (as reported by

the user agent), and the application design has attempted to follow a seamless

instantaneous interaction paradigm.

Some studies have attempted to control for different kinds of user interaction by

placing constraints such as covering the keyboard to hide irrelevant keys or by putting

the mouse out of reach. (Dyson and Kipping, 1998)

In this experiment, to partially control for potential differences in how people advance

through web documents, participants were directed to navigate using their mouse (or

laptop trackpad) in the scrolling mode and the right arrow key on their keyboard in the

paging mode. However, owing to different capabilities or issues participants might

have with fine motor control and input devices, participants were also told that they
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could navigate in whatever way they felt most comfortable or familiar if they found

using a mouse or trackpad challenging

The final version21 of the experimental design and the reader application can be viewed

at the link below:

View live demo on Github.io | https://ric-cde.github.io/reader/msc/study

21 NB: This is a static, client-side-only version which does not record responses.
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4. RESULTS, EVALUATION, AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Results

4.1.1 Sample

A total of 43 participants were recruited for the online study. After screening and

testing, 38 of these responses were used for the final analysis.

Because Prolific allows for on-demand recruitment of participants, places on the study

were released in batches and responses were validated batch by batch.

Firstly, the study was released to a batch of two random participants for testing

purposes. On review, the timings of one participant exhibited a large discrepancy

between reading modes: the time taken to read Part B, 230 seconds, as reported by the

lab.js package, was approximately 57% shorter than the time taken to read Part A, 526

seconds.

Following this, the study was adjusted to include more attention checks and reminders

that each reading sample would be timed (see: 3.2.5 Attention checks and repeated

instructions). Responses from the other participant in this batch were validated (they

received a comprehension score of 0.7 or 7 questions out of 10 correct and had a small

differential between times). However, their response was also discarded due to the

adjustments made in the experimental protocol after this batch.

The revised experiment was then released in four batches of 10 (for a total of 41

participants) on the Prolific platform between 5pm and 10pm on a Tuesday and a

Wednesday. Each batch belonged to one of two groups with different orderings for the

experimental condition in order to counterbalance for the repeated measures design

(i.e. Part A: pagination, then Part B: scrolling, and vice versa). The ordering of

questions on the questionnaire screen regarding preference for pagination or scrolling

was also reversed in each of these groups.

Of the 41 responses received from these batches, submissions by 3 participants were

excluded for the following reasons:

● One participant had a significant discrepancy in timings. Time taken to read

Part B was just 21 seconds (3,868 WPM), whereas time taken on the

comprehension screen for Part B was 320 seconds.
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● Similarly, another participant’s submission exhibited unusual times (396

seconds on Part A, and 140 seconds on Part B) and had the second-fastest

completion time of the overall study.

● No form submission was received from one participant, even though they had

progressed to the end and submitted the correct completion code.

Of 38 remaining participants, 19 participants belonged to one group (Part A: scrolling,

Part B: paging) and 19 belonged to the other (Part A: paging, Part B: scrolling).

The mean age of participants was 41.3 years (sd = 13.7), while the median age was 41

and the youngest and oldest participants were 19 and 68 respectively.

Figure 4.1: Histogram of age distribution of participants (n = 38).

In line with pre-screening filters, all 38 participants reported their country of birth, the

place where they spent most of their time before turning 18, and country of residence

as the United Kingdom,

The sex of participants was recorded by Prolific, for which participants had answered

the question “What sex were you assigned at birth, such as on an original birth

certificate?”. 30 answered female (78.9%) to this question, whilst 8 answered male

(21.1%).
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All users reported using a personal computer, with 11 (28.9% of total) indicating their

device was a laptop and 27 (71.1% of total) reporting they used a desktop. According

to the platform property as reported by each client device, 28 users (73.7%) used

Windows, 7 (18.4%) used Mac OS, and 3 (7.9%) used Linux.

Every user in the final sample correctly passed two attention checks posed during the

instruction screen22. One user incorrectly responded to an attention check posed in the

post-test questionnaire (“Select option 2, Disagree”). In addition, they selected the

same scale on all other usability statements (4, Agree) on this screen, thus their

response has been excluded from analyses23 using this scale.

A total of 31 (81.6%) of participants said that they were using Chrome in response to a

screening question in the experiment.

Browsers used by participants

Browser Counts % of Total

Chrome 31 81.6 %

Edge 3 7.9 %

Firefox 2 5.3 %

Safari 2 5.3 %

Table 4.1: Browser share among participants.

Data was also collected24 about the screens which users used to view the experiment

(as well as window and scroll height). Screen height may affect reading performance

or experience as it determines how many lines of text appear on each page, as well as

the overall number of pages generated per sample. Most users had a standard screen

resolution (e.g. 1920 x 1080, 1600 x 900, or 1280 x 768), though seven users had a

unique resolution.

24 Note that screen resolution as reported by browsers can be unreliable. For example, in recent years
some 1920 x 1080 displays are frequently mis-identified as 1536 x 864.

23 This participant's responses have been retained in all other analyses, however, as their timings in the
reading conditions (284 seconds and 224 seconds) fell within 2 standard deviations of the sample and
they received a comprehension score of 7/10.

22 Note that the study showed an exit screen asking users to return their submission if they failed both
attention checks.
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Figure 4.2: Distribution of screen resolution heights of participants in the experiment. (n = 38)

Finally, subjective readability scores on a 7-point scale (based on measures of whether

the text was challenging or engaging) were aggregated across Part A and Part B.

Figure 4.3: Box plot showing distribution of readability scores for article sections.

The mean scores across these two measures were found to have no significant

difference according to a paired samples t-test.
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Part A
Challenging

Part A
Engaging

Part B
Challenging

Part B
Engaging

N 38 38 38 38

Mean 5.26 5.13 5.24 5.08

Median 5.5 5 5 5

Standard
deviation

1.39 1.44 0.998 1.42

Variance 1.93 2.06 0.996 2.02

Table 4.2: Table showing mean scores for readability

Paired Samples T-Test

statistic df p

Part A
Challenging

Part B
Challenging

Student's t 0.119 37 0.906

Part A
Engaging

Part B
Engaging

Student's t 0.467 37 0.644

Table 4.3: Student’s t-test comparing readability scores across parts.

As no significant difference was found across the parts, this provides support for

earlier efforts to normalise the sections by using the Flesch-Kincaid tests and indicates

that the article sections were extremely similar in terms of quantitative measures of

readability.

4.1.2 Primary dependent variables

Reading speed

At the outset of this study an alternative hypothesis to test the research question was

defined as follows:

H₁: Presenting a 1500-word long-form-style text using dynamic reflowable

pagination to online readers causes a statistically significant reduction in
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reading time and an indication of subjective preference for this mode when

compared with a standard web presentation style using scrolling.

Meanwhile, the null hypothesis (H₀) predicted that there would be no significant

difference (p < 0.05)  among these variables.

To evaluate these hypotheses, statistical tests were carried out across the mean

differences within each of the dependent variables, reading time (words-per-minute,

WPM) and preference (%). As the study involved repeated measures and was

counterbalanced to mitigate the learning effect and other confounding variables, each

participant’s reading time in either the scrolling or paging condition was paired

directly.

Mode N Mean Std.
error
mean

Median Standard
deviation

Min Max Shapiro-
Wilk W

Shapiro-
Wilk p

Scrolling
(WPM)

38 273 13.3 267 82.2 106 460 0.975 0.546

Paging
(WPM)

38 262 14.1 255 86.7 107 523 0.942 0.049

Table 4.4: Mean and standard deviation reading time for participants in different modes.

Participants read at an average speed of 273 WPM in the scrolling mode, and 262

WPM in the paging mode - indicating that time taken to read the paginated texts was

longer (i.e. slower) than the scrolling presentation. This suggests that the original

alternative hypothesis (H₁) favouring pagination should be rejected.

These results also indicate that we should consider a new alternative hypothesis

regarding reading speed, partially defined as follows:

H₂: Presenting a 1500-word long-form-style text using the standard web

presentation style with scrolling to online readers causes a statistically

significant reduction in reading time [...] when compared with dynamic

reflowable pagination.

Shapiro-Wilk tests were carried out separately to indicate whether the paging (n=38, p

= 0.049, W = 0.942) and scrolling (n=38, p = 0.546, W = 0.049) samples each had

normal distributions. However, the low p-value for the paging condition indicates that
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participants’ paging mode times departed from the normal distribution (Choueiry,

2022). This is illustrated in the subsequent charts (Figures 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6).

Figure 4.4: Density plot showing distribution of reading times per mode.

Figure 4.5: Histogram showing distribution of times in paging condition only.
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Figure 4.6: Scatterplot showing participants’ reading speed in each mode. Colour indicates

which mode users read Part A in (i.e. blue denotes readers who read a sample in the paging

mode first). Smooth regression lines have been added.

A Shapiro-Wilk test was also carried out for the paired WPM differential between each

individual’s own times in the different modes (i.e. scrolling_wpm -

paging_wpm = differential), which also indicated a non-normal distribution

(n=38, W = 0.93966, p-value = 0.04084).

Thus rather than rely on a parametric paired samples t-test to explore the significance

of the higher mean reading speed in the scrolling mode, a non-parametric Wilcoxon

signed rank test was performed (see Figure: 4.5 below).
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Statistic df p Effect
Size

Scrolling
(WPM)

Paging
(WPM)

Student's t 2.01 37 0.03 Cohen's d 0.326

Wilcoxon
W

544 0.01 Rank biserial
correlation

0.468

Table 4.5: Wilcoxon signed rank test results. For completeness, the paired samples t-test

(student’s t) is shown as well as other coefficients.

This test shows that the mean increase in reading speed in the scrolling mode over the

paging mode reaches the level of significance (p = 0.01, W = 544).

Reading preference

A second component of the original alternative hypothesis (H₁) is whether users would

indicate an overall subjective preference for the pagination mode. (I.e. did more than

50% prefer pagination?). In the post-test questionnaire, users indicated the following

preferences:

Levels Counts % of Total

Pagination 24 63.2 %

Scrolling 14 36.8 %

Table 4.6: Frequencies of preference in response to the question: “Overall, which reading

mode did you prefer?”

Of the total sample (n = 38), 24 (63.2% of the total) said that they preferred the

pagination mode and 14 indicated a preference for scrolling (36.8%).

To test the significance of this result, a binomial exact test was carried out according to

the hypothesis that greater than 50% (H₁ > 0.5) of respondents would prefer

pagination.
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Level Count Total Proportion p

Reading preference Pagination 24 38 0.632 0.07

Scrolling 14 38 0.368 0.96

Note. H₁ is proportion > 0.5

Table 4.7: Binomial exact test.

The results of this binomial test (p = 0.07, n = 38) indicates that while the proportion

of participants preferring pagination exceeded 50%, this fell short of the level of

significance required (p < 0.05) by the original alternative hypothesis H₁.

4.1.3 Secondary dependent variables

The following analyses were conducted post hoc to validate findings and further

explore outcomes from this research.

Comprehension score

Mean Median Standard
deviation

Min Max

Part A
Comprehension
score (/5)

4.76 5 0.431 4 5

Part B
Comprehension
score (/5)

4.39 5 0.79 3 5

Total (/10) 9.16 9 .973 7 10

Table 4.8: Summary of reading comprehension scores. (n = 38; 5 questions per reading

sample).

No participants received a score lower than the previously defined minimum threshold

in each part of 3.00 (i.e. participants had to get a minimum of 3 questions out of 5

correct to pass a post-hoc attention check threshold for inclusion in these findings).
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Figure 4.7: % of correct and wrong answers by all participants per question.

Notably, approximately 40% of respondents got Part B Question 1 incorrect. Pilot

testers had also flagged this question for its difficulty, though it roughly mirrored Part

A Question 3 (~95% correct answers) which also asked participants to recall the name

of someone interviewed for the story.

Figure 4.8: Part B Question 1 (comprehension)
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By contrast, 100% of participants answered Part B Question 4 correctly25.

Figure 4.9: Part B Question 4 (comprehension)

In the following table, the mean comprehension score associated with each reading

mode (irrespective of part) is displayed.

N Mean Median Standard
deviation

Min Max

Scrolling
Comprehension
score (/5)

38 4.53 5 0.687 3 5

Paging
Comprehension
score (/5)

38 4.63 5 0.633 3 5

Total (/10) 9.16 9 0.973 7 10

Table 4.9: Mean comprehension score according to reading mode.

25 Interestingly, the correct response was perhaps the most absurd (and thus memorable), while the
staged incorrect responses for this question were written in a style consistent with the overall theme of
the article. This extract lay roughly ¾ of the way through the full article, which, since 100% got it
correct, perhaps indicates high engagement.
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From this we can see that participants in the paging condition had a higher mean

comprehension score (mean = 4.63, sd = 0.633, n = 38) for sections presented in that

style compared with questions based on sections presented in the scrolling style (mean

= 4.53, sd = 0 .687, n = 38). In this case, the distribution is not normal (p = 0.01)

according to the Shapiro-Wilks test, so we again use a Wilcoxon signed rank test.

Statistic df p

Scrolling
Comprehension
score

Paging
Comprehension
score

Student's t -.726 37 .236

Wilcoxon W 70.5 .252

Table 4.10: Wilcoxon signed rank test on participants comprehension scores in different

reading modes.

This test shows that the mean increase in comprehension score in the paging mode

does not reach the level of significance (p = 0.252, W = 70.5).

Finally, one other measure is calculated using the comprehension score and reading

speed. Reading efficiency was one of the measures calculated by Shaikh and Chaparro

(2005) to explore differences between paging and scrolling presentation.

N Mean Standard
deviation

Scrolling
reading
efficiency

38 245 80.1

Paging
reading
efficiency

38 239 77.2

Table 4.11: Mean reading efficiency: (comprehension score/5) * reading speed

This metric shows a slightly higher mean reading efficiency in the scrolling mode.

However, this again falls far short of a level of significance according to a Wilcoxon

signed rank test (p = 0.365, W = 434, n = 38).
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4.1.4 Qualitative responses

This section contains a summary of participants’ freeform responses and their

associated preference and performance. (Some responses have been lightly edited for

brevity). At the study’s conclusion, participants were invited to comment about their

experience reading in different modes and how that relates to existing reading habits.

Many responses related to opinions on how navigation worked in either mode:

Category Responses Preference Fastest
Mode

Highest
score

Navigation
comment

I found both methods equally comfortable to use,
I think scrolling makes it harder to see the length
of the article as you are reading but the
pagination method shows you the length.

Paging Scrolling Tied

Navigation
comment

I personally preferred pagination as I knew how
much there was to read and it helped me to keep
reading and maintain my focus and
concentration. In scrolling my eyes were strained
more to look up and down the page. Whereas
when I used pagination it was less straining on
my eyes as the pages were smaller and easier to
read.

Paging Scrolling Paging

Navigation
comment

I struggle a bit with scrolling as I'm more prone
to losing my place or the track of what I'm
reading as the text moves up the screen. I prefer
a static text that I can just move on by the page.

Paging Scrolling Tied

Navigation
comment

1. One thing I liked about the pagination was
knowing how far through the article I was (for
example, that I was on page 2 of 4).

Paging Paging Tied

Navigation
comment

Either way was ok but page by page shows how
much you have read & how much is left

Paging Scrolling Scrolling

Navigation
comment

Prefer scrolling because I can go up again as
well as down easily.  Only catch is that it can
seem a long way to the bottom - there's a sense
of achievement associated with pagination.

Scrolling Paging Tied

Table 4.12: Participant comments about navigation preference.
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Despite only a third of participants favouring scrolling, many responses elaborated on

why they preferred this mode:

Category Responses Preference Fastest
Mode

Highest
score

Scrolling
advantages,
Navigation

I preferred scrolling as it was a continuous read.
Using pagination there was a halt at the end of the
page and it broke the flow.

Scrolling Scrolling Tied

Scrolling
advantages

I do read long-form journalism quite often and
only have the option to scroll.  I enjoyed the
pagination option - I read ebooks that sometimes
use this option - but it may not be as useful as
scrolling for articles that also include other
elements, such as images.

Paging Scrolling Tied

Scrolling
advantages

I generally preferred scrolling mode for ease,
however I did find that because I could control
how much I scrolled down, my eyes did end up
wandering further down, so had to make
conscious effort to keep on the same line.

Scrolling Scrolling Scrolling

Scrolling
advantages

I am used to reading articles on a screen with the
mouse. I found it marginally distracting to use a
key to advance.

Scrolling Scrolling Scrolling

Scrolling
advantages

I prefer to move text up the screen gradually so
the area upon which I am focussed does not
change very much. You can only do that with
scrolling.

Scrolling Scrolling Tied

Scrolling
advantages

Scrolling just feels more natural to me and I felt
more in control of where the words appeared on
the screen. I read regularly on a kindle and laptop

Scrolling Paging Scrolling

Scrolling
advantages

I find when you have to read a long document by
pagination, it doesn’t always display the full page
on screen without reducing text size which then
makes it uncomfortable to read.

Scrolling Scrolling Tied

Table 4.13: Participant comments about scrolling advantages.
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Other respondents who regularly read print materials or who grew up with traditional

written media gave accounts of why they preferred the pagination mode.

Category Responses Preference Fastest
Mode

Highest
score

Pagination
advantages or
print
preference

I would rather read pages as I was brought up to
read traditional books. I find it easy to lose my
place scrolling through a long, long document. I
find it easier if it's segmented into pages.

Paging Scrolling Tied

Pagination
advantages or
print
preference

Although I found both methods easy to use, I have
a preference for pagination, which makes the
experience more like reading a magazine or book,
which would be my preferred medium.

Paging Paging Tied

Pagination
advantages or
print
preference

I prefer pagination because it feels like reading a
'real' book and feels more natural than scrolling
through a long article. I also prefer to click
through rather than scroll as it simply feels more
comfortable. I also feel that it's somehow easier to
assimilate the information in the 'bite-size' pieces
of paginated text.

Paging Scrolling Tied

Pagination
advantages or
print
preference

It felt less daunting to use the pagination mode. It
felt like it took longer to read when I was
scrolling.  I prefer reading physical books, but if
I'm using technology, it's a laptop (I'm getting old,
so reading extensively from a smaller screen
irritates my eyes).

Paging Paging Paging

Pagination
advantages or
print
preference

I think I preferred reading the article in pagination
mode purely due to the ease of it! One click of a
button and it was done.

Paging Scrolling Paging

Table 4.14: Participant comments about pagination advantages.
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4.2 Discussion

Though finding a significant increase in reading speed in the scrolling mode was not

anticipated at this study’s outset, it does follow results in some existing studies

reviewed in Chapter 2. Based on the results and an earlier review of the literature, we

can offer three potential explanations for this finding.

One is that the participants, like many web users, have developed unconscious

strategies and/or a capacity for mapping content on screens in the scrolling mode. In

the words of one participant, “scrolling just seemed easier”. This idea of adaptive

strategies is used by Brady et al. (2018) to explain similar results in their study. They

had posited that the lack of fixed spatial markers while scrolling would force readers to

remember rather than map content. However, when they found limited impacts from

scrolling in their experiment (and no effect in most groups surveyed), they posited that

web users have now developed "compensatory strategies" to deal with extra working

memory demands required by scrolling. Similarly, accounts from participants in the

present study suggest some web users employ other strategies to reduce eye strain or

maintain their attention (such as using scrolling to fix the text in one place).

A second explanation may be related to a learning bias introduced by the novelty of

the pagination mode. While many users are accustomed to pagination on ebook reader

devices and smartphones, instructing participants to use a keyboard shortcut to turn a

web page may have created an additional delay as they became accustomed to it. In the

present study, one response provides support for this:

“Reading the entire page [in pagination mode] before moving on with the

keypad [...] wasn't entirely comfortable [...] as I had to look down to find the

key I needed”

Previous research has solved for this problem by applying pre-training; however, that

was not possible in this study.

A third explanation may be that properties of the scrolling navigation style lend

themselves to fluid reading or perhaps even skim reading. For example, in this study,

when participants were first presented with the pagination mode, the text is chunked so

that users can only see a discrete part of the text that they need to “complete” before
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they move forward. Not so with the scrolling mode, where users can continually scroll

ahead of their line by line progress on the text itself to “peek” ahead.

Though all of these effects may have contributed to increased speed in the scrolling

condition, the first explanation - that of compensatory strategies - seems the most

likely. Another study by Chaparro and Baker (2003) also found that its paging

condition produced significantly slower times than that study’s scrolling condition.

Evidently, even as far back as 2003 participants were reporting that they had already

become used to scrolling whilst navigating web documents, adding that paging was

“too broken up”. Given the continued growth and ubiquity of web and computer usage

in the years since, it is possible that capacity for compensatory strategies may have

continued to increase among the typical respondent, particularly in an online

experiment. Likewise, in freeform responses in this present study, some participants

implied that scrolling allowed them to progress more fluidly: “[while] using pagination

there was a halt at the end of the page and it broke the flow of the article.”
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5. CONCLUSION

5.1 Research Overview

This research explored how scrolling and pagination navigation modes impacted upon

reader performance and on reader experience. In the literature review, this study

presented an account of continuous imaginary reading and how the design of digital

reading experiences may impact working memory. Further, reviews were conducted of

a large number of JavaScript libraries, recent CSS standards, and different methods

were assessed for emulating dynamic reflowable pagination. A minimal performant

reader application was developed and deployed, along with a step-by-step blueprint of

how to replicate this feature.

In the sample studied under experimental conditions, this study produced the unusual

finding that the scrolling presentation style resulted in an increased rate of reading

among participants at a significant level. The research also showed weak evidence

(below the level of significance) that presentation in a paginated style may be preferred

by a majority of users, offering potential advantages in comprehension.

5.2 Problem Definition

5.3 Design/Experimentation, Evaluation & Results

The outcomes from this study suggest that there is no single ideal mode to present

long-form news articles on the web to sustain attention and provide for efficient

reading. Some readers may prefer to read in an efficient, timesaving way (which

scrolling may afford), while others may prefer to read in a way that optimises for

comprehension or provides more pauses that reduce eye strain (which either paging or

scrolling might afford depending on existing strategies and competencies digital

readers may have).

As Chaparro & Baker (2008) suggest in their study which looked at optimal column

counts, the best solution may be to provide users with options to “tailor information

displays” to suit both their reading needs and existing competencies. Thus the best

reader experience for online long-form articles might not be derived from designing

websites with either a fixed scrolling or pagination style navigation. Instead, with the

help of JavaScript, AJAX, and emerging CSS standards, the optimal solution may be
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to give users the choice by providing user interface options that allow them to

seamlessly (and instantly) switch between pagination and scrolling styles on the fly,

without losing their place in online documents.

5.4 Contributions and impact

This study is unique in that it is the first browser-based, fully-remote research design to

explore this intersection of digital reading and navigation presentation style.

Both the research design and the code for the minimal paginated reader application

offer a template for future researchers to replicate this study and iterate upon its

advantages and limitations.

5.5 Future Work & recommendations

Interestingly, this study showed a higher mean reading rate than previous research into

reading. In a meta-analysis of 190 studies on reading, Brysbaert (2019) estimated an

average reading rate for adults in English of 238 WPM. By contrast, the average

reading rate found in this present study was 267 WPM. While this reading rate may be

related to the performance-based rewards deployed in recruiting participants, it might

also indicate that certain fixed modes of reading (i.e. long reads) result in higher

reading performance.

Several of the measures used in this experiment suffered from a limited sample size or

precision in tools. Future research into presentation style should avoid these

limitations, particularly by increasing the quantity and rigour of comprehension

questions and applying pre-training.

While researching the two conditions studied in this thesis, a third condition appeared

frequently in the literature: multi-column page layouts. Traditionally, websites have

shied away from column-based layouts due to the lack of CSS standards supporting

reflowing text in these kinds of layouts. The current CSS standard largely supports this

on a single screen, but lacks a feature to enable text reflow within a container of a

fixed height to inject into a further container below the fold. However, with the

paginated presentation style used in this research, it may be that a combination of

pagination and columns which make full use of widescreen displays can further

enhance reader experience, and this merits consideration for further research.
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APPENDIX A

Return to 3.1.1 Implementing pagination ↑

JavaScript for reader application

const article = document.getElementById('article');
const previous = document.getElementById('previous');
const next = document.getElementById('next');
const progress_bar = document.getElementById('progress_bar');

// Add event listeners for navigation buttons
previous.addEventListener("click", prevPage);
next.addEventListener("click", nextPage);

// Initialise variables to track pages/columns
let columnsWidth, pageWidth, totalPages, currPage;

// Refresh all article container dimension values and counts
function calcPage() {

// Round container width to mitigate scaling bug
article.style.maxWidth = Math.floor(article.offsetWidth) +

"px";

// Total width of all pages or columns
columnsWidth = article.scrollWidth;
document.querySelector('#columnsWidth').textContent =

columnsWidth;

// Width of page container on current screen
pageWidth = article.offsetWidth;
document.querySelector('#pageWidth').textContent = pageWidth;

// Calculate and show page count
totalPages = Math.ceil(columnsWidth / pageWidth);
document.querySelector('#totalPages').textContent =

totalPages;

// Update page progress
calcCurrPage();

}

calcPage();

// Event handler for user-initiated screen resize
window.onresize = calcPage;

// Keyboard shortcuts
document.onkeyup = (e) => {
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switch (e.which) {
case 39:
case 40:
case 34:

nextPage();
break;

case 37:
case 38:
case 33:

prevPage();
break;

}
}

// Event handler for mousewheel page turns
article.onwheel = handleScroll;

function handleScroll(event) {
event.preventDefault();
if (event.deltaY > 0) {

// console.log('down');
nextPage();

} else if (event.deltaY < 0) {
// console.log('up');
prevPage();

}
}

function prevPage() {
article.style.animation = '';
// Increment container's horizontal position to show last

page
article.scrollLeft = article.scrollLeft - pageWidth;
calcCurrPage();
article.style.animation = 'fadeIn ease 0.5s';

}

// JavaScript
function nextPage() {

article.style.animation = '';

// Increment container's horizontal position to show next
page

article.scrollLeft = article.scrollLeft + pageWidth;

// Update page progress
calcCurrPage();

article.style.animation = 'fadeIn ease 0.5s';
}

// Calculate page progress & update nav bar
function calcCurrPage() {
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// Convert scroll values into discrete page numbers
let currPageNum = Math.round(article.scrollLeft / pageWidth);
currPage = (article.scrollLeft != 0 ? (currPageNum) + 1 : 1);
document.querySelector('#currPage').textContent = currPage;
document.querySelector('#scrollLeft').textContent =

article.scrollLeft;

// Update progress bar
let currPagePercent = (100 * ((article.scrollLeft) /

(columnsWidth - pageWidth)))

progress_bar.style.width = currPagePercent + "%";
console.log(progress_bar.style.width);
disableButtonCheck();

}

// Disable relevant navigation button at beginning/end
function disableButtonCheck() {

if (article.scrollLeft + pageWidth >= columnsWidth) {
next.disabled = true;

} else if (next.disabled === true) {
next.disabled = false;

}
if (article.scrollLeft <= 0) {

previous.disabled = true;
} else if (previous.disabled === true) {

previous.disabled = false;
}

CSS for reader application

*Note: a modified version of this CSS was used for the reader in the online experiment

in order to prevent conflicts with the CSS defined by the lab.js study builder.

* {
box-sizing:border-box;
margin: 0;
padding: 0;

}

body {
height: 100vh;
background-color: #eedbc4;

}
.container {

margin: 0 auto;
padding: 0;
border: 0;

}
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main {
padding: 0;

}

:root {
--article-width: min(650px, 92vw);

}

#article_container {
height: 100vh;
background-color: #fffff6;
margin: 0 auto;
max-width: 710px;
max-width: calc(var(--article-width) + var(--article-padding) +

var(--article-padding));
box-shadow: 0 0 40px rgba(81, 81, 81, 0.2);

}

@keyframes fadeIn {
0% {

opacity: 0.7;
}
100% {

opacity: 1;
}
}

#article {
font-family: '', Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; /* Rubik, IBM

Plex Sans, Lexend  */
max-width: var(--article-width);
margin: 0 var(--article-padding);
padding-top: calc(var(--article-padding) - 0.5rem);
padding-bottom: 0.5rem;
max-height: calc(100vh - 3.2rem);
column-count: 1;
column-width: var(--article-width);
column-gap: 0px;
overflow: hidden;
background-color: #fffff6;
line-height: 1.5;

}

#article p {
margin-block: 0px 0px;
font-size: 1rem;

}

#article h1 {
margin: 0;
font-size: 24px;
line-height: 1;

}

nav {
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background-color: rgba(213, 247, 255, 0.2);
height: 3.2rem;
width: 100%;
align-items: center;
display: grid;
grid-template-columns: auto 1fr auto;
font-size: 1rem;
margin: 0;
padding: 9px;

}

.nav_button {
padding: 3px 10px;
font-weight: bold;
border: 0px solid #f7b05f;
border-radius: 3px;
color: #52411E;
background-color: #efac606f;
height: 100%;
font-size: 0.8rem;
line-height: normal;
margin: auto;
width: 7rem;
box-shadow: 0 0 10px rgba(102, 102, 102, 0.15);
transition-timing-function: ease; */
transition: all ease-in-out .25s;

}

.nav_button:hover {
background-color: #fff;
box-shadow: 0 0 10px rgba(102, 102, 102, 0.15);

}

.nav_button:active {
background-color: #fff;
transform: translateY(1px);
box-shadow: 0 0 10px rgba(102, 102, 102, 0);

}

.nav_button:disabled {
transition: none;
background-color: #e7e3de00;
color: darkgrey;
border: none;
box-shadow: 0 0 10px rgba(102, 102, 102, 0.05);

}

#status {
height: 100%;
width: 100%;
display: flex;
flex-direction: column;
align-items: center;
justify-content: space-around;
padding: 0 10px;
font-family: 'Trebuchet MS', 'Lucida Sans Unicode', 'Lucida
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Grande', 'Lucida Sans', Arial, sans-serif;
font-variant: small-caps;
font-size: 1rem;
color: rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.7);

}

#progress {
width: 100%;
background-color: lightgray;
border-radius: 10px;

}

#progress_bar {
width: 0%;
height: 6px;
background-color: #f7b05f;
border-radius: 10px;
transition: width 0.75s;
transition-timing-function: ease;

}

#debugging {
display: none;

}

@media only screen and (min-width: 920px) {
#debugging {

display: block;
position: absolute;
right: 2%;
top: 2%;
background: pink;
padding: 10px;

}
}

HTML for reader application

*Note: as above, HTML tags and certain classes or IDs below differ slightly from the

experimental version.

<body>
<div id="debugging">

scrolled: <span id="scrollLeft"></span> of <span
id="columnsWidth"></span><br />

pageWidth: <span id="pageWidth">
</div>
<div id="article_container">

<article id="article" class="pagination">
<p>Article goes here</p>>

</article>
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<nav>
<button id="previous" class="nav_button">←

Previous</button>
<div id="status">

<div id="progress">
<div id="progress_bar"></div>

</div>
<div>

<span id="currPage"></span> of <span
id="totalPages"></span>

</div>
</div>
<button id="next" class="nav_button">Next →</button>

</nav>
</div>

</body>
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